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Teach-In Offers Perspectives on War
Forum of Experts Presents Numerous Viewpoints
by Mark Hsu

A group of Hopkins professors
gave speeches about the Gulf
War, ranging from a critique of
the inconsistencies in United
States foreign policy to first-hand
experiences in Iraq just before the
outbreak of war, to an audience
of more than 200 people during
a Teach-In on Monday.
Planned by the Hopkins Com-

mittee against the War and lasting
for over four hours, the Teach-
In was designed to be "an infor-
mative, educative session about
the war in the Middle East,
thereby increasing the interaction

between students and the facul-
ty , " according to Andrea
Wuerth, one of the organizers of
the event.

Political Science Professor
David Campbell began the con-
ference with an examination of
the rationale to go to war offered
by the Bush administration and
the plausibility of a New World
Order.
"President Bush has often talk-

ed about 'opposing naked aggres-
sion', but there has been an
endless list of incidents where the
United States has not
counteracted, such as Syrian and
Israeli intervention of Lebanese

Dr. David Campbell, a professor in the Department of Political Science,
examines the rationale for war at Monday's Teach-In.

territory, the South
African/Angola conflict, and the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,"
he said. Campbell emphasized
that he is not an ardent anti-war
activist but wondered "why the
administration has drawn such a
sharp moral line in this instance."
Campbell also noted that while

the U.S. has focused on Saddam
Hussein and his pretentions, Hus-
sein's power was increased main-
ly through arms sales by Western
countries, including the manufac-
ture of chemical weapons.
"President Bush has stated his in-
tentions to stand up to Hussein
with his weapons of destruction,"
he added, "but it was in fact the
United States who restarted the
production of chemical weapons.
As vice-president at .the time,
George Bush cast the deciding
vote in favor of the resolution."
"I'd like to believe the Bush

administration is serious about a
New World Order, but I don't
believe they're serious, based on
their past policies," Campbell
cqntinued. "I doubt whether any
nation can organize a New World
Order; when a country has trou-
ble managing its own domestic
budget, it's hard to believe in it."
Speaking on "the language of

war," History Professor JoAnne
Brown was particularly
disturbed with the tendency to
view war as other games or diver-
sions, such as football and video
games. In noting the similarities
drawn between war and football,

Rabbi Goldber er Discusses
Jewish Perspective on Sexuality
by Neeli Ben-David

Rabbi Menachem Goldberg
discussed "Sexuality: A Jewish
Perspective" during a lecture
sponsored by the Union of Jewish
Graduate Students on Wednes-
day, February 13.
Making it clear that he did not

intend to lecture entirely and ex-
pected group participation,
Goldberg turned to his first topic:
love. Instead of trying to define
it, he enumerated the various con-
texts in which it is used—towards
a parent, spouse, friend or child,
but also to objects, such as food,

books and so on.
The importance of considering

the underlying connotations of the
word, according to Goldberg, lies
in the significance language holds
as an indicator "to what degree
we have developed our own con-
ceptual thought. . . conceptual
ideas." For example, he said,
Eskimos have seven different
words for the one English word
equivalent of "snow."

In the Hebrew language, which
Goldberg referred to as "a much
deeper and richer [language] in
this area in levels and meanings
of words," the word for "love"
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is "ahavah" which contains the
Aramaic root "to give." The
Hebrew conception of the word,
according to Goldberg, closely
links one's ability to love with his
ability to give.
Using this comparison,

Goldberg looked at self-centered
and -involved relationships which
he cited as a common problem.
He said such relationships ask the
question, "What can you do for
me?" Instead, Goldberg feels
love should ask, "What can I do
for you?" "Love depends on the
ability to see the needs of another
human being and helping
their. . supporting them," he
said.
Another unhealthy relation-

ship, according to Goldberg, is
one in which one person exploits
the other. To underscore this
theme, he told the story of a
young man sitting near a Hassidic
rabbi on a train, trying to anger
the rabbi, who does not believe
in male-female contact before
marriage, by kissing his
girlfriend. When the rabbi does
not respond, Goldberg said, the
man demands to know what is
wrong with love such as Jacob
has for Rachel in the Bible. The
rabbi replies, "Jacob loved
Rachel. You love yourself."
Goldberg also talked about

roles for men and women.
Although he is an Orthodox
rabbi, he said he does not believe
in such rigid structures. Men and
women are too competitive with
each other to appreciate each
other's strengths without feeling
threatened, he said. According to
Goldberg, it is important "to
fight with each other, not against
each other."

she said, "There are two oppos-
ing armies, two teams, which
meet each other on a large field.
They are professionals, paid to do
what they do, and our job, as the
public, is to watch as spectators."
As the final speaker of the first

panel, Political Science Professor
Richard Flathman traced the
development of the United States
as "the most destructive, violent
nation of the world since the end
of World War II." Flathman
found a particular quote from
President Bush to be especially
arresting: "Whatever we say
goes." That phrase has general-
ly characterized the United States
foreign policy, "one gross horri-
ble failure after another," accor-
ding to Flathman. "We have
developed a mentality of simply
dropping bombs and leaving," he
said.
Flathman said that he believes

that sanctions could have work-
ed, making military action total-
ly unnecessary. Instead, "in
choosing war, we will kill many
people and Kuwait will be left
destroyed. Brute force was
chosen instead of a peaceful solu-
tion," he said.

After fielding some questions
and comments from the audience,
the second panel began its presen-
tation. Kaveh Ehsani, an Iranian
student who has been in the
United States since 1978, con-
tented that the Gulf War was not
about Saddam Hussein, the

Continued on page 2
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Rabbi Menachem Goldberger
speaks about the Jewish perspec-
tive on sexuality.

Eleanore Cussini
Dr. Antonio Loprieno is professor of Egyptology at the University of
California, Los Angeles.

Loprieno Focuses on
Ancient Xenophobia
by Martin Stemmler

Antonio Loprieno, professor of
Egyptology at the University of
California, Los Angeles, ex-
plored dual perceptions of in-
dividual foreigners and foreigners
in general in a talk on the treat-
ment of foreigners in Ancient
Egyptian literature at the second-
annual ANSE lecture organized
by the Ancient Near Eastern
Students' Association. The talk
was sponsored by the Department
of Near Eastern Studies and the
Graduate Representative
Organization.

According to Loprieno, the of-
ficial stance, as expressed in court
documents, towards foreign na-
tions varied as the fortunes of the
Pharaonic kingdom rose and fell,
and Egypt endured years of
humiliating domination by
foreign powers alternating with
years of imperialist expansion. In
its most benign expression of
foreign policy, he said, the Egyp-
tian kingdom recognized the right
of foreign nations to coexist with
Egypt—a view consistent with the
theology of Aton.
More often than not, Loprieno

said, foreigners were depicted in
the other extreme in the official
documents: cowardly, perfidious,
nothing more than reptilian.
"The Asiatic is a crocodile on its
shore, it snatches from a lonely

road."
In a royal account of conquest,

Loprieno said, the king refers to
the Nubians to the south in the
following manner: "To answer
him is to make him retreat, attack
him, he will turn his back,
retreat, he will start attacking.
They are not people one respects,
they are wretches, craven-
hearted."

Foreigners, Loprieno claimed
were accepted only inasmuch as
they acquired Egyptian customs.
"Foreigners have become people
everywhere," reads an excerpt
from a text, the term people be-
ing equated with Egyptians. Nu-
bian bowmen, for example, are
not people:. "Foreign bowmen
have come to Egypt. . . . There
are no people anywhere."

Loprieno said travel advisories
were issued cautioning Egyptians
against any travel abroad; any in-
tercourse with strangers was
strongly discouraged. "[In a
foreign country,] someone will
despise him [the traveler] though
he does not spite him. He must
listen to insulting cursing and
laugh at it as a joke. He must
forget the crime of being treated
as a women because he is a
stranger."
Loprieno contrasted the of-

ficially sanctioned unsympathetic
portrayal of foreigners with the

Continued on page 3

Student Raped On Campus
A female student was raped in

the wooded area behind
Whitehead Hall on campus at ap-
proximately 2:30 a.m. February
10. The student was walking
north on the west side of the 32nd
block of Charles Street. She was
abducted from the sidewalk at
knifepoint and forced into the
woods, where the rape occurred.
The attacker was a black male

in his late twenties or early thir-
ties, six feet tall with a large
build. He was wearing a dark
baseball cap, a fisherman's knit
sweater, and he had a red and
white bandana over his face. He
was carrying a knife.

Students are encouraged to take
necessary safety precautions
when walking on or near campus
(and at all times). It is important
to remember that, while many
students are lulled into a sense of
security because they feel com-
fortable among members of the

Hopkins community, demograph-
ically the University is part of the
larger city community.

It is impossible to eliminate all
risk of becoming a victim of
crime. However, there are steps
that individuals can take to pro-
tect themselves and to reduce the
chance of victimization.
Awareness is perhaps the most

important step toward protection.
Be aware of surroundings, of
dangerous situations, and of
possible escape routes. Thinking
through the possibility of crime
and the most prudent reaction
before it happens can reduce the
chance of becoming a victim, as
well as increasing the chances of
escape if an attack occurs.

If you are a victim of crime,
please report the incident as soon
as possible to the Baltimore City
Police and to Hopkins Security.
The following are a few of the
Hopkins Security services:

Escort Van
Hours: 5:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
Range: 3/4 mile radius from the
center of campus. Call 338-8700.
A security squad car will
transport any student after 2:00
a.m. Call 338-8000 or 338-7777.

Walking Escorts
Quad monitors, wearing orange
vests, will walk students from the
library across Charles Street to
residences within two blocks of
the library. Walking escorts are
also available to the shuttle by
calling 338-8700.

Emergency Phones
The University maintains eleven
Emergency Phone Stands around
campus. Please do not hesitate to
go directly to an emergency
phone if you feel uncomfortable
or sense that you are in a
dangerous situation.
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Committees Report to
Student Council
by Matt Rosengart
Student Council Secretary

Student Council heard commit-
tee reports at this week's meeting.
HOP Director Jon Missner

reported excellent turnout for the
Rat and Comedy Club.
SAC Director Craig Freeman

gave a report on groups that had
been given money this past week.
The BSU was given a $900 loan;
FSA a $468 loan; and Amnesty
International a grant of $300, he
said.
The Council approved Katie

Pessin as Athletics Chair.
Gloria Li!lard of the Educa-

tions committee said that the
registrar had 22 percent fewer
add-drops because of its new
form. She also said that Advanc-
ed Placement tests will not be
noted on transcripts if credit for
the exam is not received.
Greg Fortsch of the Housing

Committee said he talked with
Dean Boswell and Andrea Perry
this past week. He said they
discussed the mandatory
sophomore housing and the pre-
sent plan.
Phi Mu, which bid for the

Rogers House, will most likely
receive it, it was reported.
Ivy Hall will consist of twelve

four-bedroom apartments and
will also contain administrative
space, Fortsch said. He said the
University has hired a consultant
to survey the use of campus
space.
School of Nursing represen-

tative Andrea BateIli gave the
Council a short overview of the
nursing school and its relationship
to the University. She expressed
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Cold pizza and warm soda—
every Wednesday and
Thursday night at the

Gatehouse.

a desire to better integrate the
school with the student body on
the Homewood campus.

Ethics Board Chair Chuck
Connolly, submitted his revision
of the Ethics Constitution.

In other business, the Senior
class will hold a Grad Club Night
on February 27. Thursday,
February 21, the Junior Class will
sponsor its own Grad Club Night.
The sophomore class is planning
to work with Habitat for Humani-
ty. The freshman class held a
PizzApeel Night on February 13.
The next meeting of the

Homeless Campaign will be Sun-
day. Also, the Council will be look-
ing for members to sit on the
Elementary Mathematics
committee.

Brendon Kruk

Senior Greg Fortsch discusses the Housing Committee's meeting with
Dean Susan Boswell and Director of Residential Life Andrea Perry at
Student Council.

Professors Interpret War in the
Middle East at Student Teach-In

Continued from page

liberation of Kuwait, or oil. "The
United States is most concerned
about destroying the center of
power in the Middle East—
before, it was Iran, and the
United States concentrated all its
efforts to stop the Ayatollah.
Now, as Iraq has emerged as the
primary military power in the
region, the United States feels it
must put the Iraqis down."
Ehsani also was unconvinced of
the validity of the analogy bet-
ween Hussein and Adolf Hitler
drawn by President Bush.
Sociology Professor M.

Patricia Fernandez-Kelly spoke
of "a lack of historical memory
in American culture," in which
a long series of similar episodes
of intervention were forgotten.
From the School of Public Health
and Hygiene, Professor Carl
Taylor was one of the last
Americans to leave Baghdad on
January 14. He emphasized the
need to improve conditions for
children and described the poor
health care in hospitals in Iraq,
caused in part by the restrictive
sanctions placed by the United

Nations.
Another skeptical view of the

Bush administration was express-
ed by Anthropology Professor
Ashraf Ghani, who observed that
the term "New World Order"
was last used by Hitler. "The
Middle East has been used as a
war arena for over 200 years; of
course, the Middle Easterners
would be cynical of the Western
nations' motives. There is no
reason to believe their intent of
peace," he said. Ghani also
warned that voting by interna-
tional organizations was simply a
way of legitimizing senseless
violence, and that the Arab state-
system may collapse, leading to
a new era of instability.
A third panel featured Pro-

fessors Stuart Leslie from the
Department of History of
Science, George Fischer from
Geography and Environmental
Engineering, and Luigi Borzio
from the Department of
Cognitive Science.
Most of the panelists' opinions

tended to be in opposition to the
American decision to go to war,
but according to the organizers of

the event, this was not inten-
tional. Wuerth noted that a pro-
ponent of the war, Peter
Galbraith, member of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee,
had cancelled at the last moment.
Doug Rossinow, another
organizer of the Teach-In, said,
"We had extended invitations to
many professors to speak because
what we had wanted was a forum
of experts, not necessarily a pro-
or anti-war conference."

IFC Sponsors Pledge
Speaker to End Rush

fact that most pledges are under
21, he said. However, he also
reminded the pledges that
"fraternities are value-based
organizations, not alcohol-
based." Since one out of every
ten Americans becomes an
alcoholic, he urged Greeks to let
the caring bond of brotherly love
and respect keep alcohol from
becoming the center of fraterni-
ty and sorority life. Bonas shared
some statistics for sexual abuse:
30 percent of all date rapes and
90 percent of all gang rapes take
place on fraternity premises, he
said.
Hopkins, however, is an ex-

ception academically. Greek
GPAs are below the all-student
GPA nationally, in contrast to just
15 years ago. Bonas reminded the
pledges not to let pledges ac-
tivities come before their studies,
citing the foundation of Phi Beta
Kappa, the first Greek-letter
organization, as an encouragment
of academic and literary ex-
cellence. Bonas congratulated
Hopkins Greeks on ethnic diver-
sity, not so rich at other schools,
where similar audiences are a
"lily-white field," he said.
Mr. Bonas closed with a

challenge to all pledges to address
these pressing issues, and a list
of the Rights, Responsibilities,
and Resources of Pledgeship-
work hard, be dedicated, and be
yourself. In summary, Bonas said
Greek life is at its most exciting
and critical time," and placed the
responsibility on Hopkins Greeks
to secure a place for fraternity life
in the future.
Bonas, who is the past presi-

dent of the Association of Frater-
nity Advisors, is also a brother of
the Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraterni-
ty and currently serves on the Sig
Ep National Board.

by Rob Plass

This year's Rush came to a
close this Sunday, with the annual
IFC sponsored Pledge Speaker.
More than 300 pledges from 13
fraternities and 3 sororities
gathered in the Glass Pavilion to
hear Gary Bonas, the assistant
director of student activities at
Villanova, speak about Greek
life, pledging, and the future of
the fraternity system.
Although there are 10 percent

fewer rushees nationally, Johns
Hopkins is the exception to the,
rule, Bonas said. He assembled
a panel of "experts," four three-
day-old-pledges, and through a
series of poignant questions,
revealed that most freshmen
pledge for essentially the same
reasons: because they were im-
pressed by the brothers/sisters;
the unique opportunity for leader-
ship experience; the chance to
enrich academics with
worthwhile activities; to form
lifelong fraternal bonds; and of
course, to have fun.
Bonas also raised the possibility

that within the next 15 years,
Greek systems will disappear at
Hopkins and elsewhere, citing
experts who claim, "Fraternities
and sororities are the dinosaurs
of the 20th century." This may
be true, he added, if we are un-
willing to change. The five ma-
jor areas that need immediate at-
tention are hazing, alcohol,
abuse, sexism and sexual abuse,
anti-academic perceptions, and
racial selectivity, he said.
Bonas warned the new pledges

to be on the lookout for hazing,
emphasizing that the
only way to break the long tradi-
tion is to be smart and not to
"follow the crowd." Pledges
were also encouraged to ask
themselves questions about cer-
tain activities which they may be
asked to do such as, "Does it in-
volve alcohol?"; "Is there ser-
vitude involved?"; and "Could
I do this in front of my Morn?"
The problems of alcohol use

and abuse stem largely from the
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Maya Angelou Urges Students
To Take Hold of Their Education
by Neeli Ben-David

Maya Angelou's stunning per-
formance in Shriver Hall Thurs-
day, December 13, served as the
exciting finale to the 1990 Milton
S. Eisenhower Symposium. On
the eve of the first official day of
finals, Angelou brought a timely
admonition to Hopkins students:
"Take your education into your
own hands."

Angelou's serious message was
carefully framed by an inspira-
tional performance of song,
poetry, and story-telling, serving
both to inject meaning into the
sometimes lonely studious road
and to provide a much-needed
respite from the pressures of last-
minute cramming.
Angelou was the last in a series

of speakers as part of the 1990
Symposium, "Dreams Deferred:
A Perspective on Race Rela-
tions." Dr. William Richardson,
President of the University, gave
an introduction that commended
the hard work that went into the
Symposium and condemned re-
cent action by the Bush ad-
ministration to stop the funding
of underrepresented minorities at
colleges and universities, which
he labelled "the wrong message

Lecture
Covers
Foreign
Nations

Continued from page 1
one set out in literature. "With
the exposure of Egypt to foreign
countries during the 12th to 19th
dynasties, high human qualities,
not reptilian qualities, were
ascribed to foreign princes," put-
ting them on equal footing with
Egyptians, he said.
Loprieno cited the tale of

Sinuhe as a case in point. Sinuhe
was an Egyptian prince who flees
Egypt to the court of Ammunen-
shi of Upper Retenu, marries
Ammunenshi's daughter, and
becomes Asiatic. He noted that
the existence even of political
refugees points to the shortcom-
ings of Egyptian society, where
"everyone was supposed to be so
happy." Ammunenshi thus
receives Sinuhe at his court with
a "superior detachment vis-a-vis
Egyptian society."

In the tale of the Prince of
Naharain, according to Loprieno,
an Egyptian wins the hand of the
prince's daughter in competition.
Although initially reluctant to ac-
cept an Egyptian as his son-in-
law, the Prince of Naharain
"realizes he is a fine fellow,"
Loprieno highlighted the unusual
warmth with which the prince
welcomes the Egyptian into his
family.

Loprieno concluded by noting
that the literary periods of Egypt
coincide with the periods of most
intense contact with foreign coun-
tries, particularly with Asia. In
his opinion, the intellectual class
wanted "to emancipate
themselves literarily" and free
themselves from the strictures of
theological and governmental
dogma. In the literature of Egypt,
he finds a fundamental openness
towards foreigners that belies the
rhetoric of the rulers.

The Community Crime Report is
temporarily unavailable due to
complications suffered within the
Security Office. Questions should
be directed to Major Robert
Larkin, Director of Homewood
Security.
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at the wrong time."
Maya Angelou was introduced

to the audience as poet, educator,
historian, author, actress,
playwright, civil rights activist,
director and producer. Her im-
pressive list of accolades includes
the National Book Award for "I
Know Why the Caged Bird
Sings," the Pulitzer Prize Award
for "Just Give Me a Cool Drink
of Water Before I Die," a Tony
Award Nomination for "Look
Away" and an Emmy Nomina-
tion for "Roots." As Angelou
came forward, she was greeted
with a warm welcome from the
audience.
"I want to talk to you about

love," Angelou began. "Real
%Love." To do this, she drew on
Black-American poetry—
"beautiful, rich, rarely taught and
seldom cherished," she said.
"There are [over] 40 million

[Black Americans] in this coun-
try," Angelou said. "How have
these people survived?" The
answer, she explained, is the love
prominent in the literature. "The
history we share is cruel, and yet
it is full of laughter and love."
She stressed "how important it is
that we cling to that love and
cherish that love."

Reading poetry from the 18th,
19th and 20th centuries, Angelou
illustrated the richness of the ex-
periences of many Black
Americans. She offered their
poetry as expressions of love, ex-
pressions that, if sought out and
appreciated, have much to teach
all people, young and old, in
society today. Her readings of
such poets as Georgia Douglas
Johnson, Nikki Giovanni, and
Paul Laurence Dunbar were live-
ly and entertaining and they all
used "intelligence to get their

message across."
Angelou's performance also

drew upon examples from her
own experiences to illustrate her
message. In addition to speaking
of her more well-known adven-
tures, such as her experiences on
the set of Roots, Angelou told
stories from her childhood, much
of which was spent in rural
Arkansas. Whether speaking
about singing a spiritual to the
Arabs in North Africa or about
her many speechless years as a
youngster in Arkansas, Angelou
conveyed her drive to succeed in
her search for herself, and she
spoke of the wisdom that can
come from risking and learning
from others. "Don't let
ignorance—yours or others'—
narrow your life."
Angelou offered her own

journey towards coming to grips
with her history and her educa-
tion humbly but effectively.
Though she has achieved im-
pressive heights in not one but
several fields, Angelou deftly
reached down into the freshman
psyche to deliver her inspirational
message.
She herself is now a professor

of English at Wake Forest, and
as such she easily could have
simply added her name to the list
of lofty, self-important academics
preaching the importance of hard
work, conformity, and pain, in
order to achieve a worthy educa-
tion. Instead, she focused on the
importance of the individual ex-
perience and offered each listener
both the opportunity and the
responsibility of his or her life.
In her celebration of the beau-

ty and love available in literature,
focusing on Black American
literature for her specific ex-
amples, Angelou addressed issues

Bill Berger

Maya Angelou was the last
speaker in the 1990 Milton S.
Eisenhower Symposium.

of access and responsibility in
education. Angelou urged the au-
dience to "go to the library" and
explore the poetry and literature
of various cultures. She situated
the final responsibility for educa-
tion squarely upon the shoulders
of the individual. "Let the library
educate you," she said.

Angelou reminded students that
when the resources are available,
as they certainly are for a student
at an institution like Johns
Hopkins, the student must make
her own education a reality for
herself. "A good student can
make a mediocre teacher great."
Angelou's conclusion was no

less dramatic than the rest of her
lecture. She implored the au-
dience to promise themselves to
spend —my conscious
life. . . dedicated to the most no-
ble cause in the world—the
liberation of the mind and spirit.
Beginning with my own."

Colleges In U.S. Antitrust Investigation
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Note: The following members of the Consortium on Financing Higher Education say they are not un-

der investigation by the Justice Department: Carleton College, Duke University, Georgetown Univer-

sity, Pomona College, Rice University, Swarthmore College, and Washington University The consor-

tium also considers Radcliffe College of Harvard University to be an independent member

Reprinted with permission from the Chronicle of Higher Education.

in its January 30, 1991 issue, the Chronicle of Higher Education plac-
ed the University among fifty-seven private colleges which are the
focus of an ongoing Justice Department anti-trust investigation. The
department's investigation centers on these institutions' membership
in organizations which meet to compare financial-aid packages to
be offered to students admitted to more than one member institu-
tion. The department had been concentrating its investigation on the
Overlap Group, but according to the Chronicle, "this month the
department started an investigation of the Consortium on Financial
Higher Education, a research organization comprising 32 elite private
colleges and universities," including Johns Hopkins.
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a lot of money. And that's by getting the American Express* Card.
It's the only card that offers an exciting new travel program
excluMvely for students—including three roundtrip certificates on
Continental Airlines.

Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like
to visit. If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you
can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,
you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime—because
there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations
within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is
7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.

In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all
the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student
privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informa-
tive articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable
discounts from leading retailers.

But remember, there's only one way to get all this—and that's
by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank

address and account number on hand). What's more,
with our special student offer, it's easier to get the
Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new
territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.
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 TRAVEL
diffs RELATED

SERVICES
An Amrocan Express r onvany

.Wmbershio I las Its Privileuos'0

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX
If you're already a Cardmember thew\ no need to call hybrinal ion about your certificates will he arriving soon

CONTINENTAL

Limiplete terms and ,inditions of this travel ofler will arrive with VOIII endue', Continental Airlines alone is responsible tor fulfillment of this offer American Express assumes no liah,liis in
 Cortioental Airlines' performance C 1991 American Express Travel Related Services Lompaii Inc
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The Miranda Act
 Douglass Barre

Episode Fourteen:
A Little Bit of Heart

There was no mail in the
mailbox as Miranda headed out
of her building towards campus.
Actually, that wasn't right. There
was no mail for Miranda in the
mailbox.

It took four days for a letter to
cross America from east coast to
west. Ten days ago she had sent
her letter to David. Here it was,
February 14th, the day that out
of any she should get a letter from
her boyfriend, and the only valen-
tines in the mailbox were for
Doris. Seven valentines for
Doris. Miranda didn't think that
Doris knew seven people.
Underneath the valentines was a
copy of Zack's Writer's Digest
magazine.
Miranda wondered for a mo-

ment why Zack's mail was com-
ing to their apartment, but then
realized that it was probably the
only way he would ever get his
mail.
On the way to campus, Miran-

da counted seven couples holding
hands. Three of them kissed in
public. One couple was dressed
alike in red and black. Miranda
didn't even know what David was
wearing. She checked her watch.
11:32 a.m. Okay, she did know
what David was wearing, three
time zones away: nothing.
Somehow that didn't make
Miranda feel better.
On campus, she headed to the

post office to mail off David's
why-didn't-I-get-a-letter-from-
you letter. In front of the building
was a flower salesman. He smil-
ed at her, and she wondered what
she could do with those flowers
to cause the most amount of
physical pain.

Circle K had set up a booth out-
side of the post office selling can-
dy packages. Miranda somehow
couldn't imagine anyone she
knew falling for this shameless
display of capitalism. Then she
thought again, as Zack was at the
booth buying an extra-large Luv-

Basket.
"Zack, you aren't getting that

for Carol, are you?"
"Huh? Oh, hi, Miranda!"
"Hi."
"No, I think I'm pretty much

over Carol. I mean, it's been
what? Six months? Two years? I
can't remember."
"Yeah, neither could she,"

Miranda added. "What did it take

While bemoaning her lack
of valentines, Miranda
saw Zack at the Circle K
booth buying an extra-

large Luv-Basket

her? Six minutes? Two hours?"
Zack blanched a bit and Miran-

da felt sorry.
"Well, I'm over her," Zack

said with what conviction he
could muster.
"Well you're not getting them

for me, are you?" Miranda ask-
ed disdainfully, hoping he was.
"No," he said, confirming to

Miranda that this was a bad day.
"I'm going out with someone
now."
The world was changing,

Miranda thought. Zack had taken
to being single so well she
thought that he was supposed to
be that way. Of course, she had
kind of taken to being in a rela-
tionship, and look what kind of
Valentine's Day she had.
"Who is it?" Miranda asked.

"And will you be sleeping on her
couch from now on?"
"Her name's Kirsten, and no,

her roommate doesn't like me
that much. I'll probably still stay
on yours."
"My pleasure is boundless,

Zack."
"Hey, did you see the latest

newspaper?" Zack asked.
"Aside from doing the ̀ Rachelle

Continued on page 5

Opinion
Was Leadership the Problem All Along?

In the aftermath of the rape on campus last Saturday night, many
are besieged by feelings of vulnerability, helplessness, frustration,
and rage. There are no remedies and few satisfying outlets for these
feelings—what, really, can we do?

Preventive measures, too late, are reemphasized, and questions
of risk, responsibility, and blame materialize soon after. One point
that evaporates in the urgency of the moment is that we all take risks,
to varying degrees, every day. Crime is pervasive and tenacious;
it will always find a victim.
Though the issue of campus security is dwarfed by the ramifica-

tions of rape, this crime prompts the News-Letter once again to hold
Homewood Security up to the performance yardstick. It is unfair to
point an accusing finger at Security each time a crime is committed
on campus or against a student; nonetheless, it is important to ask
questions after a tragedy occurs.

Tellingly, the questions that come to mind have been asked many
times before, and as recently as last semester. What is the role of
Homewood Security? Realistically, what can they be expected to offer
members of the Hopkins community, given some apparently inherent
limitations? How can the current organization best serve the needs
of this community?

Last semester Security took one or two preliminary steps toward
responding to these questions. Unfortunately, what little progress it
might have made has since been undermined by an attitude, evident
within Security itself, that stands in apparent opposition to that
organization's stated goals.
This attitude is perhaps most evident—and most offensive—in the

inadequate, inaccurate, and suspiciously tardy Security Bulletin in-
forming the campus of Saturday's incident. One thing that Security
can do—without pleading lack of manpower, lack of jurisdiction,
or lack of responsibility—is dispense crucial information that affects
the immediate safety of the Homewood community. The Security
Bulletin should have been distributed all over campus and in
everyone's mailbox by Monday morning. It should have more ac-
curately explained the incident (the victim was abducted from the
street, not attacked in the woods). It should have included more com-
prehensive prevention information, as well as details regarding specific

Letters 

Homewood Security services.
The Community Crime Report, or rather its conspicuous absence

in the News-Letter this semester, is another example of a service that
Security can and should be performing but somehow manages to "put
off" until it becomes convenient to do so. The Report came into be-
ing last semester in response to an obvious need and with the labor
of a few dedicated individuals. But understanding the importance of
this endeavor—not to mention its support in the community—did not
extend high enough into the echelons of power and authority. As a
result, the Community Crime Report tumbled into someone's in-
definite "in" box.
The Crime Report and Security Bulletins are two concrete, whol-

ly reasonable tasks for Homewood Security that it currently can't
seem to handle. Yet these two examples reflect not only two specific
and resolvable problems but a disturbing attitude as well—an attitude
that endangers this campus and that so far has been immutable in
the face of initiative from within and without.
Perhaps it was this same attitude that turned last semester's peaceful

demonstration addressing the ROTC question into a potentially,
though unnecessarily, dangerous situation. A form of expression
unusual for Homewood—active protest—was employed, and volatile
issues were addressed, but the only individuals who appeared to feel
gravely and immediately threatened (and who exhibited dangerous
behavior) were the officers of Homewood Security. They exhibited
a profound lack of understanding for the situation. Rooted in this
lack of understanding was an attitude that planted, then heightened,
a sense of impending threat. This gave birth to ideas of force, then
an ethic of 'Security versus the students,' and ultimately, action
without thought.

Attitude is a slippery notion, difficult to pin down. But it is con-
nected in important ways to inter-relating, communicating, and per-
forming a job effectively. Attitude comes from the top. The leader
of any organization sets a tone in both word and action—in actions
done and not done—that ultimately shapes that organization.
Homewood Security needs a leader who can set that tone, maintain
it, and rebuild that organization.

Checking into the IBM-Hopkins-South Africa Triangle;
(In)actions and Stereotypes; A Reporter Responds
To theeditors:
Five hundred and forty three IBM

employees, including myself, have
submitted a stockholder resolution
calling on IBM to end sales to South
Africa, Harold Brown, Chairman of
the Foreign Policy Institute of Johns
Hopkins University, is one of the
eighteen people to whom our cam-
paign is directed since he is a
member of the IBM board of
directors—for which service
receives about $60,000 from IBM.
For two years IBM has refused to

confirm or deny reports in South
African publications that it sells to
military contractors in South Africa.
In his role as an independent
academic official, I would encourage
Mr. Brown to investigate and pre-
sent the truth.
The issue of supplying military

contractors in South Africa is impor-
tant because the white minority
maintains rule not by the free choice
of South African citizens, but by
force and violence. Apartheid is still
in place: despite recent an-
nouncements, blacks are still exclud-
ed from the vote; race is still the
legal basis for political, social,
educational, and economic
discrimination; over three thousand
political prisoners remain behind
bars; and twenty thousand remain in
exile. And government death squads
and vigilantes continue to terrorize.
IBM has supplied South Africa

with more mainframe computers
than any other company. IBM has
acknowledged that nearly all its
customers in South Africa are
members of the white minority; thus,
its computers are used almost ex-
' elusively to bolster white power.
IBM has also acknowledged that the
computers IBM ships permit South
Africa to maintain a strong
economy, competitive with that of
other industrialized nations (1990
IBM proxy). Thus, IBM helps South
Africa overcome the sanctions im-
posed by the world community.
In view of South Africa's strategy

of fomenting violence and military
aggression, and in view of its deter-
mination to develop nuclear
weapons, I am deeply concerned
about the fact that IBM is listed as
having shipped mainframe com-
puters to major South African
military contractors, including
Grinaker Electronics, Plessy, Dor-
byl, and Phillips ("Computer Users
Handbook", South Africa, 1987.
South Africa prohibited later editions
of this handbook). I am equally con-
cerned that IBM supplied computers
to run production at two South
African oil refineries that supply fuel
for military vehicles ("Computer
Mail", South Africa, 6-25-86 and
6-26-87).

If IBM does engage in such sales,
I believe that Mr. Brown's saying so
would make this sales program

untenable. Since high-technology
products such as mainframe com-
puters are among the few major
items that South Africa must import,
halting these IBM shipments would ,To the Editors:

s*Zook.,add to the pressure for genuine Last week I was severely mis-
change in South Africa, quoted by News-Letter staff writer

I hope Mr. Brown will report the Harry Milling in his article regarding
facts about IBM sales to South Rogers House.
Africa military contractors. Because In the article, Mr. Milling
South Africa has not halted its reported that I had said ad-
violence, there is no time to lose. ministrators "expressed concern that

James Leas a fraternity's occupation of Rogers
Staff Engineer for IBM House may not 'run as smoothly' as

a sorority's occupation might."
By quoting me in this manner, Mr.

Milling inferred that administrators
felt that fraternities would not adhere
to University regulations, and that is
simply not the case. As I expressed
to Mr. Milling on at least three
occasions, the general consent in the
Homewood Schools Services Ad-
visory Committee is that it would be
tragic to deny fraternities housing
because of preconceived notions
about their conduct. In the meeting,
Dean Colombo clearly stated that he
refused to discriminate against
fraternities.

I caution both the Mr. Milling and
the News-Letter against misquoting
interviewees in order to add validi-
ty to a specific writer's opinion. As
journalists, it is your responsibility
to present the facts and allow your
readers to formulate opinions of their
own.

Craig M. Freeman

To the Editors:
I am writing in response to last

week's letter by Greg Gagnon and
Manuel P. Micaller, Jr. concerning
their fraternity's innocence in "pro-
mot[ing] and perpetuat[ing] sex-
ism,...and misogyny": "Kappa
Sigma Fraternity is not, nor has ever
been guilty of these." I strongly
agree with the authors that Greeks
do not "band together" in order to
promote such ideas, but seemingly
harmless actions can often in-
advertently reinforce negative
stereotypes.
During Fraternity Rush, I

received a flyer publicizing a Kap-
pa Sigma function. The graphic con-
sisted of a buxom, bikini-clad
woman with the Greek letters Kap-
pa Sigma branded on her inner thigh.
The branding of a woman with
fraternity letters only furthers the
idea of the female as a possession,
explicitly for men. What place does
this sort of notion have in an
organization whose self-proclaimed
"raison d'etre" is "positive
things"? ILest we forget that the
positive community service project
cited in last week's letter, Toys for
Tots, was tainted by the use of
misogynistic flyers proclaiming
"Toys for Twats."1

I do not seek to condemn the
Greek system, nor Kappa Sigma in
particular; I do hope that this inci-
dent encourages us all to examine
responsibly the possible implications
of our actions. The ease with which
our culture subtly undermines the ef-
forts of women, and other groups,

toward equality demands such
vigilance.

r; le,Wqy M. Perlstein

To the Editors:
In a letter published in last week's

edition of the News-Letter, Mary
Shaffer accuses my article "Hopkins
Students, Alums in the Gulf" of
"imitat(ing) the very worst of the
mass media in its coverage of the
war."
Like Ms. Shaffer, I was' in

Washington, D.C. for the
demonstration on January 19th,
although not the 26th. While in
Lafayette Square, I was struck not
only by the sheer number of
demonstrators, but also by the array
of political beliefs being so adamant-
ly expressed in one small space. It

Letters Policy
The News-Letter welcomes

letters to the editors. Letters
must be typed, double spac-
ed, and include the author's
name and telephone for
verification purposes. The
News-Letter reserves the
right to edit for condensation.
Letters must be delivered to
the Gatehouse by Tuesday at
5 p.m. for inclusion in that
Friday's paper. Once a letter
is delivered, it becomes the

property of the News-Letter.
Letters must be no more than
350 words and signed by at
least one person and no more
than two persons. Letters
credited only to organizations
will not be printed. Due to
the volume of letters receiv-
ed, not all can be printed. We
reserve the right to limit the
number of letters printed in
a given issue.

seems to me that the very essence of
the demonstration was to be found
in this ideological diversity, since
clearly our involvement in the Mid-
dle East has politically
divided the nation to an extent which
most individuals of student age have
never before witnessed.

In my second sentence, the one so
heavily criticized by Ms. Shaffer, I
state simply "Thousands of
demonstrators both supporting and
opposing U.S. intervention in the
Middle East have congregated in
Washington, D.C. during the past
two weeks. . . " without quantifica-
tion of one or the other. Certainly
those opposing the war outnumbered
those supporting it at the demonstra-
tion; in retrospect, the order of the
two critical terms ought to have been
reversed and this was an oversight
on my part. However, Ms. Shaffer
asks for "objective truth," and this
truth is quite simply that represen-
tatives of both sides were present at
these two demonstrations, and con-
tinue to make their respective com-
munity and even national headlines
as examples of a divided American
people.

Finally, Ms. Shaffer accuses
myself and the entire News-Letter
staff of taking a stand on the war
under the guise of journalistic objec-
tivity. As a staff writer, I would cer-
tainly not presume to speak on behalf
of any other member of the News-
Letter. Furthermore, my own per-
sonal politics, especially as
misconstrued by Ms. Shaffer, are in
no way reflected in my article.

I apologize to Ms. Shaffer and any
other readers who were offended by
my reference to the demonstration.
However, since I made neither a
quantitative nor qualitative state-
ment, and instead only briefly
established a backdrop for the focus
of my article, her criticisms seem
unfair, and her conclusions
unfounded.

Kathleen Curry

To the Editors:
I was disheartened by the rude

comments the editors made in
response to a letter from Mary Shaf-
fer. It is not a sin to mistake the title
of the publication. There was no
need to ridicule her. Your sarcasm
was uncalled for. Her letter made it
quite clear that she was very familiar
with the article to which she
referred and that is what is impor-
tant. I know it is hard to take
criticism after all the hard work yotr
put into the paper. But, your
response was unprofessional. Mak-
ing cutting remarks and not respon-
ding to the issue in question is
childish. I know it seems "cooler"
to put people down than to allow
them to criticize your work. But you
just weren't nice. Maybe it made you

Continued on page 6
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The Miranda Act
Continued from page 4

Story,' this week I wrote the staff
box!"
Zack pushed a newspaper into

her face. The staff box looked the
same. "Very nice, Zack," she
patronized.
"Look!" he yelled, pointing to

the staff writer credit.
"What?" she asked.
"I put my hero's name in the

Staff Writer section! And nobody
noticed!" Miranda looked.
"What kind of a hero is Remo

Williams, Zack?"
Before Zack had a chance to

defend his lack of taste, Miran-
da noticed red ink. In her usual
unhappiness, she had complete-
ly forgotten that this was the issue
with the free Valentine notices.
Miranda's private traditions in-
cluded sending one out to
everyone she knew, so that they
would be sure not to feel left out.
Everyone else's private traditions
included forgetting to send one to
Miranda. It was a vicious circle,
but Miranda survived.
"Look at this one," Zack

chuckled, looking over her
shoulder. "Love to my snuggle
wuggle poodle ookums.' Who
talks like that?"
Miranda continued to skim for

her name. She had already seen
four "Melissa"s and was starting
to worry.

"Isn't that yours, Zack?"
Miranda asked.
"No, mine is the one that says

'bring the Wesson oil'."
"Figures."
The end of the line and there

was no mention. Not a "Miran-
da, I like you" in the lot. Even
Zack got one from his mystery
girl. Something about position.
"Did you get any?" Zack

asked.
Miranda figured that Zack

would pick up another copy of the
paper as soon as he disengaged
his head from the Science section.
She stomped home, not even
bothering to recheck the mail.
"I'm home," she yelled to

nobody in particular as she notic-
ed the lack of phone messages
from David. Doris stepped from
her room.
"I had sex," she said.

Next: Doris discusses her sex life,
and the three roommates decide
to find out whether or not Zack
has an apartment of his own.
Plus, more on David's con-
spicuous absence.

Features writers wanted! Call
Scott Needle at the

News-Letter, 338-7647.

CLASSIFIED
WAKE N' BAKE!! Spring
Break in Jamaica/Can-
cun from $459.00!! This
years hottest destinations
at low prices!! Call today
1-800-426-7710 

LOVING CHILDLESS
COUPLE wishes to adopt
infant. Let's
help each other. legal nad
medical expenses paid.
Call Julie and Charlie col-
lect evenings or
weekends at
301-589-4026. 

Loving couple wishes to
adopt a baby. We can
give your child a happy,
financially secure home.
Medical and legal ex-
penses paid. Call us col-
lect, evenings or
weekends:
202-667-5098.

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM -$1,000 in
just one week. Earn up to
$1,000 for your campus
organization. Plus a
chance at $5,000 more!
No investment needed.
Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50. 

STUDY ABROAD IN
AUSTRALIA Information
on semester, summer, J-
term, Graduate, and In-
ternship programs. All
programs run under
$6,000. Call Curtin
University at
1-800-878-3696.

HeatWave Vacations,
spring break 1991: THE
BEST RATES Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas. For
more information, call
Gregory at
800-395-9283. 

FLY FREE/TRAVEL
FREE! Europe, Africa.
Work, study abroad. Lots
of information! $10: Flying
Carpet, Box 46F, 496A
Hudson St., New York,
NY 10014. 

HEADING FOR
EUROPE THIS SUM-
MER? Jet there anytyme
for $160 with
AIRHITCH(r). (As reported
in NY Times, Let's Go &
Changing Times.)
AIRHITCH(r)
212 -864 -2000. 

JOHNS HOPKINS TO
THE CARIBBEAN ONLY
$189 FOR SPRING
BREAK! Why freeze here
when for only $189 you
can be lying on the warm
sands of the Caribbean or
Mexican coast for a
week? SUNHITCHtm
212-864-2000.

SWANN WORD PRO-
CESSING 2600 Block of
Maryland Ave. On JHU
Shuttle route 366-3309,
call anytime. American
Express accepted.
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 Per Jambeck

GRONews
For those who missed it, the

last GRO meeting (2/7) was
packed with funding requests!
Awards of support were granted
to the 5th Annual James. W.
Poltney Lecture in Classical and
Historical Linguistics ($500),
which is the only standing lec-
tureship in the Classics Depart-
ment and is run primarily by
grad students in honor of Prof.
Emeritus J. Poltney. GALA
($1500) for a variety of ac-
tivities in celebration of Gay and
Lesbian Awareness Week. Sup-
port for the Teach-In on the
Gulf War ($250) and the lecture
series, "Crisis and Conflict in
the Middle East" ($1000), run
by the Graduates for Social

Responsibility (GSR) and the
Middle Eastern Students
Association (MESA). Curious-
ly, senior grads may remember
that these organizations spon-
sored a similar lecture series a
few years ago—its the same ti-
tle and the same conflict.
GRO is coordinating efforts

in many areas of grad concern
and any interested grad with
time to spare (right!) is hearti-
ly welcome to call the office and
get involved!
For example, we are
planning to go through the final
revisions of the GRO's 2nd An-
nual Departmental Question-
naire at our next meeting. So if
you have any really poignant,

grilling questions you want your
department chairs to answer—
such as whether those named
fellowships which appear in the
Hopkins Catalogue actually
ever get awarded to grad
students—give us a call. We'll
need lots of help getting the
questionnaires out to all the
departments, and back to us
with credible answers. These
surveys will be used as a
database for analysis of the
University's Five Year Plan
effects.

Attention party-animals:
planning for a Spring Bash is
starting up. Anyone wanting to
help organize and plan our pre-
spring break party, please leave
your name at the GRO office.
Upcoming Events: The

Teach-In on the War in the
Middle East was a great suc-
cess. Sources on the scene said

Gilman 110 was packed, and
the discussion lasted 4 hours.
Highlights included Prof.
Ashraf Ghani and graduate
students, Kaveh Ehsani, giving
their insights into the events sur-
rounding the conflict. Don't
miss the first lecture in the
series, "Crisis and Conflict in
the Middle East," sponsored by
GSR and MESE—Friday, 2/15
at 6pm in the Garret Room of
MSE. The speaker will be
Christopher Hitchens on "The
Gulf War. . .A Preservation of
the 'Old' World Order."
The next film in the GRO

files series, "Ladykillers," will
be "Wait Until Dark," show-
ing Sunday night at 8pm in
Shaffer 3. Admission is only
$1—so be a cheap date and take
a break from whatever chapter
of your thesis you've completed
this week!

Free
Speech.

Get the AT&T Calling Card and your first call is free.
There's no better time to speak your mind.
Because now when you get your free AT&T Calling Card, you'll

get your first 15-minute call free!
With your AT&T Calling Card, you can call;jaw Callkii0m1

from almost anywhere to anywhere. And you
can keep your card, even if you move and get
a new phone number.

Our Calling Card is part of the", Doo ono 3 '30

831) 000 6100 lilt
%run cox

AT&T Student Saver Plus program, a whole package of products and
services designed to make a student's budget go farther.

So look for AT&T Calling Gard applications on campus.
Or call us at 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 655.
And let freedom ring.

Aim: Helping make college life a little easier.

ATO
The right choice.111111111111111111111W'

`411111111111111w

'A $3.00 value for a coast-to-coast Calling Card call. Applies to customer-dialed culls made during the AT&T Night/
Weekend calling period, llpm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and llpm Ftiday through 5pm Sunday. libu may receive
more or less calling time depending on where and when you call. Applications must be received by December 31, 1991.
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Close
Enough Per Jambeck

A friend of mine recently suf-
fered a terrible accident. While
trying to suspend a pair of his
underwear from the North Chiller
Tower, he suddenly realized that
he was incredibly drunk and very
much afraid of heights. As he
struggled to regain his balance in
the brutal wind, the poor fellow
was struck by lightning and fell
more than a hundred feet down
to a dumpster full of recycled
thumbtacks. Miraculously, he
survived, and when I dropped by
to see him, he had recovered
enough strength to sit up in trac-
tion and watch TV. I was surpris-
ed to see that he was watching a
videotape of himself stumbling
and then falling from the tower.
"Oh, Bob happened to have a

video camera when I went up,"
he explained. "We're sending the
tape to 'America's Funniest
Home Videos.'"
He seemed to be healing well.

Then I noticed the glow in his
eyes.
"I was meant to survive." His

voice was stretched tight by his
urgent fanaticism. "You know
why, don't you?"
When he saw the puzzled look

on my face, he gestured me
nearer, and said in an almost
ecstatic whisper, "I'm political-
ly correct."

I was shocked. In the old days,
of course, my friends and I used
to drive around town in my heavy
Cadillac Coupe DeTat and throw
bottles full of earwigs at Yuppies.
One time, we chased down a
young guy with a yellow sweater
and cornered him in an alleyway.
He told us that we were being
"socially irresponsible" and
"nonbiodegradable." My friends
laughed harshly and beat him
senseless with his own argyle
socks, but the man's words left
their mark. Months after the
episode, they were careful to
refer to whites as "persons of no

color" and to all handicapped-
reserved parking spaces as
"differently-abled-individual-
preferential parking zones." I
even caught one of them spelling
"woman" w-o-m-y-n once.

"It takes the 'man' out of
'woman,' " he stumbled. "That
way it's not a chauvanistic
word."

Politically correct, better
known as PC, was the subject of
both a recent issue of Newsweek
and a USA Today full-color
graph. To the casual shopper, PC
is an attempt to free American
culture from the biases and
preconceptions of an obsolete
European-based worldview. But
if you bite into this Twinkie of
political philosophies, you will
not find creamy goodness. The
PC folk set out to correct the
European prejudices of America
by twisting the language and
humorlessly menacing those who
stand in their way. The densest
Department of Defense lingo is
like fine poetry compared to the
drunken verbal fandango of PC
speak. A Writing Seminars ma-
jor once tearfully told me that she
had to read five pages of Wang
technical manuals for every page

William S. Burroughs
had the answer to 'PC'
language years ago:

just get rid of
language altogether

of PC text, just so that she could
wash the taste of obscurity from
her brainpan.
Even more frightening than

PC's circumnambulating cir-
cumlocutions is its deadly
seriousness. To question the PC
doctrine is to threaten the integri-
ty of every non-European for five
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 Bill Podurgiel

Letters counties around. Contradicting a
person's political correctness is
just a little worse than making
loud jokes about bombs as you go
through the metal detector at a
major international airport. In-
stead, PC folks regularly lock
horns in duels to see who can act
and speak less oppressively.
We all know damn well that the

English language was devised by
a group of European male
chauvanists late one night. While
English does not have the ag-
gressively guttural quality of Ger-
man, or the Nasal Annoyance
Factor (NAF) of French, it is in-
sidiously stocked with words that
are chock-full of potentially
troublesome connotations. PC
speak only exacerbates these
shortcomings by misguidedly try-
ing to unload words that are
already loaded and cocked.
William S. Burroughs, the
famous writer and international
polo star, suggested the ultimate
solution to the language problem:
get rid of the language. Clumsy
mutations of English confuse and
alienate, but only a change in the
core of the culture itself will free
us from the biases of our obsolete
European forefathers and leave us
with the biases of ourselves.
What of my injured friend?

Rest assured, gentle reader, he
made a speedy recovery but was
caught spray-painting the words
"PC Posse" on the sculpture in
the lower quad. He was charged
with IlTegal and Unwarranted
Silliness and is now doing hard
time in a cell full of burly
"alternate-lifestyle-following
differently-oriented individuals."

Help for Victims of Sexual Assault
Continued from page 4

feel good for a minute, but in the
eyes of the public it made you look
bad. And that will last longer than
a minute.

Tina Lo,,e

Eds. note: Ms. Love has a point.
We suspect that the reputation of the
News-Bugle, or whatever you call it,
will suffer damage for years—even
decades—to come. Pity.

An Open Letter to All Survivors of
Sexual Assault:
Sexual assault is something no one

should have to face. There are places
you can turn to for support. The
following organizations offer
resources for help:
*Sexual Assault Recovery Center
(SARC, 366-RAPE) provides a
24-hour hotline of trained listeners,
medical, police, and court accom-
paniment, and a resource library.
*The 31st Street Bookstore
(243-3131) has a section of books on
recovery and a bulletin board of sup-
port groups. Two titles they recom-
mend are Free of the Shadows:
Recovering From Sexual Violence by
Karen Adams and Jennifer Fay and
No Fairy Godmothers, No Magic
Wands: The Healing Process After
Rape by Judy Katz.
*A Place to Talk (APPT, x8001,
basement of AMR II from 3 p.m. to
I a.m.) provides peer support to
Hopkins students.
*Counseling and Psychiatric Sir-
vices (The. White House, x8278)
provides long or short-term

counseling.
*Club W is a loosely-defined group
of women exclusively that meets in-
formally Wednesdays at 7 pm in
Gilman 110.
*The Women's Center (x7681) of-
fers a supportive community for
women on campus, a library, weekly
meetings and it can facilitate access
to other resources.

Sexual assault is an isolating ex-
perience. Whatever routes of
recovery you choose, we wish you
strength and courage, and we en-
courage you to choose 'a route—
reach out to people who care.

Pamela Becker
Rebecca Hays

Co-Directors of the
Women's CenterJohns Hopkins

Epilepsy
Assoeial ion of
Illaryland.

The Epilepsy Association of Maryland.

We've been helping for 25 Years.
We can help now!

1-800-492-2523

The Johns Hopkins University
Barnstormers

present...

zL

Midsummer a\light's

Min rarffl

of

(William Shakespeare

jebruary 22, 23 8c24

1991

J4rella.no (theatre, Cevering

Johns (itopkins University

Students: $3.
general: $4.

Office of Admissions
Student Interviewer Program

The Office of Admissions is opening a search for
Admissions Representatives for the 1991-1992 school

year. We are looking for people-oriented students to
assist in the recruitment process by conducting the tradi-

tional on-campus interview. Ideal candidates will enjoy

speaking with prospective students and their parents.
Students must be poised and mature, and possess tact,
diplomacy and the ability to put high school students
and their parents at ease. To be eligible, a student must

be a senior or junior next fall in good standing.

Admissions Representatives will conduct three or

four hour-long interviews each week from mid-
September through April. Admissions Representatives

will compose written summary reports of each interview.

Further responsibilities pertinent to the admissions func-

tion may be added as the year progresses. These are

paid positions.

The interviews of candidates for approximately 10

positions will take place in late March and early April.

The training program for the Admissions Representatives

selected will follow later in April. Interns must be
available at these times.

Any student interested should send a personal
statement indicating his or her interest and qualifications

as well as two references to William R. Dean, Assistant

Director of Admissions, 140 Garland Hall. Both
references must be members of the Hopkins community,

preferably one member of the faculty and one from the
administration. Please apply by Friday, February 22,

1991.
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A chance to change the world,
no strings attached.

At Microsoft, we don't hire bright
people and then control their every move.

We simply hand you the resources and let
you run.

If changing the way the
world thinks, and talks, and
works, sounds like a worth-
while way to spend your
days, consider spending
them at Microsoft. We're the
world leader in microcom-
puter software development.
You can help us retain this
title, while exercising some

On-campus
Interviews for

Full-time Account
Representatives &
Systems Engineers

Feb. 28, 1991
See your Career
Center for details

leadership of your own.

Are you free?
Learn more about high-tech Sales

and Systems Engineering at
Microsoft by interviewing
with us on campus. If you
are a candidate for a
Bachelor's degree, then we
want to talk with you.
We are an equal oppor-

tunity employer and are
working toward a more cul-
turally diverse workplace.

Miaosoft
Making it all make sense-
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THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY CHINESE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION'S

Annua( Lunar New Year Banquet

FEBRUARY 17, 1991 •
SUNDAY EVENING, 6:30 PM AT THE GLASS PAVILION

Catered Dinner by Szechuan Best
Live Entertainment

Limited tickets before 6:00pm at the door.

For more information call: 301-243-8339. -

• 

Delta Gamma Fraternity

congratulates Alpha Phi and
Phi Mu on their pledge classes and proud-
ly presents the third pledge class of the

Zeta Kappa Chapter

Amy Adelman
Audrey Babics
Heather Baston
Melissa Bernstein
Jyoti Bijpuria
Lynn Bisignani
Erin Bohensky
Annabelle Brown
Elena Caffentzis
Vidya Challapalli
Karen Cheng
Jessie Chou
Sonja Contin
Lisa Currier
Heather Donnelly
Alycia Draper
Yasmeen Farid
Alison Fersht
Stephanie Fishkin
Sumona Guha
Lisa Hensley

Julie Hong
Sharon Horng
Rachel Jordan
Kimberly Klein
Jackie Koo
Stephanie Lattin
Bonnie Lepold
Johanna Lohr
Hallie Ludsin
Jody Madala
Allie Mayer
Kalyna Nedilsky
Indrani Pia Pyne
Karen Rajnik
Ronit Reguer
Christine Sarudy
Katie Shvartsman
Stephanie Slawek
Kristin Solter
Irena Sthalekar
Allison Steiner

Misti Ushio

Congratulations!

Now you can afford to dream in color.
If you thought that finding a color Macintosh®

system you could afford was just a dream, then the
new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true.

The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many
computers that can display only 16 colors at once, the
Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. It
also comes with a microphone and new sound-input
technology that lets you personalize your work by
adding voice or other sounds.

Like every Macintosh
computer, the LC is easy to
set up and easy to master.
And it runs thousands of
available applications that
all work in the same,
consistent way—so once

you've learned one program, you're well on your way
to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you
share information with someone who uses a different
type of computer—thanks to the versatile Apple®
SuperDrive7which can read from and write to
Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.

Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it
gives you.Then pinch yourself.

It's better than a dream—it's a
Macintosh.Apple intro('uces the Macintosh LC.

Notebook Man pulate Graph Preis
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Consultants on campus 10 am-
2pm Tuesdays in front of
Gilman Hall Bookstore.

Microcomputer
Center/Connecting

Point
ik

The power to be your best7

(1990. Apple Computer, Inc Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc, SuperDrive and The power to be your bear are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc

MS DOS rut. registered iraclemark of Microacitl Corporation OS/? na registered trademark of International business Machines Corporation
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Demme Triumphs With Engaging
Evil Of Silence Of The Lambs
by Mark Friedman

Jonathan Demme's The Silena
of the Lambs isn't the usual son
of thriller. Based on the bestsell-
ing novel by Thomas Harris—and
hewing to its text as closely as any
film in recent memory—it is
thoroughly engaging and
ultimately suspenseful, but one
would be hard-pressed to describe
the sensation as thrilling.
For The Silence of the Lambs

is, at its core, so completely
repugnant that the evil unfolding
before Demme's unrelenting
cameras simply doesn't register.
The brain shuts off, skirting
around horrors that the mind tries
to imagine, but that are ultimate-
ly inconceivable.

Jodie Foster stars as FBI
trainee Clarice Starling, called in
by Behavioral Science Unit Chief
Jack Crawford (Scott Glenn) to
aid in the capture of "Buffalo
Bill." Buffalo Bill is a serial
killer, preying upon young
women by keeping them
prisoner, skinning them and
dumping them in rivers across the
country.

Starling is a novice, and
Crawford's attachment to her and
efforts to groom her career are
explained only in the simplest
terms. Many elements of the
original plot by Harris are
streamlined in the film; screen-
writer Ted Tally wisely removes

a few of the novel's more
marginal subplots, and the nar-
rative advances without un-
necessary distraction.

Starling's glaring femininity in
what is mostly a man's world oc-
casionally bubbles to the surface;
she is the only female in the
Bureau elevator; the male cadets
gawk at her as she jogs by; she
needs a man's help to open a
garage door. Starling is conscious
of her sex, but turns it into an ad-
vantage frequently enough to defy
frail stereotypes.
But these overt victories belie

deeper insecurities, and her
weaknesses as a woman and a
person are brutally dissected by
Dr. Hannibal "The Cannibal"
Lecter (Anthony Hopkins), a
brilliant and deceptively vicious
psychiatrist turned psychopath.
Starling's first task is to interview
Lecter from his isolation cell,
deep in the bowels of a Baltimore
hospital.
Aged but physically robust,

Lecter was released from his cell
once for a checkup, but bit the
face off a nurse, his pulse never
rising above 85 even as he ate her
tongue. These are the kind of
mind-numbing atrocities that
permeate The Silence of the
Lambs: no killing is too
repulsive, no idea too distasteful
for thorough investigation by the
narrative.

Lecter's understanding of the

psychopathic mind is a two-edged
sword; Lecter gives information
only when he receives some of
his own. "Quid pro quo," he
calls it, but it is far more than
that. Lecter thrives on discover-
ing the secret fears of others,
stripping away layers of defenses
with a mind-reader's glee. In his
battle with the outside world, it's
his most effective weapon. In a
locked room, it's his only one.

Starling's first meeting with
Lecter, in which their curious
relationship of mutual need is
established, begins with a gesture
that speaks volumes. Lecter asks
to see Starling's credentials, and
she holds them up. "Closer," he
says, and Starling extends her
arm, the rest of her body mo-
tionless. She believes every story
she's heard about him, and this
knowledge controls her actions
down to the last.

It's a perfectly staged scene that
should have great impact, but
things seem deliberately out of
sync. After all we've heard about
Lecter, the real thing is creepy
enough, but anti-climactic.
Demme shoots Starling and
Lecter in tight, thoughtful close-
ups, but all that initially comes
across is that nothing comes
across.

Buffalo Bill's latest victim hap-
pens to be the daughter of a pro-
minent Senator, and as the killer
goes to work on a gruesome pro-

ject, Lecter negotiates a transfer.
Starling closes in on Buffalo
Bill's location, and her meetings
with Lecter intensify, leading to
confrontations with both killers:
one physical, the other mental,
and both absolutely riveting.
The storytelling starts

awkwardly, but The Silence of the
Lambs succeeds because the hor-
ror is cumulative, not incremen-
tal. The mystery unfolds gradual-
ly, as Lecter offers clues and
others are discovered. By the
film's end, we know more than
we ever wanted to.
As Starling, Foster's soft

features hide a willful persistence,
a determination to separate the
mysteries of the case from the
mysteries of her past unearthed
by Lecter. The lines blur fre-
quently, much as Starling resists
it, and Foster masters the script
with physical and psychological
prowess, most notably in a final,
excruciatingly tense scene in Buf-
falo Bill's lair.
Hopkins plays Lecter almost

too well. Bolstered by moody
lighting, he brings an otherworld-
ly grace to the character, making
his flashes of violence all the
more chilling. Lecter acts like
half the people walking around
Baltimore—chew on that for a
while. In any case, it's a terrific
performance„.i.
Demme deserves much of the

credit for pulling everything off.

Two FBI agents (Scott Glenn, left; and Jodie Foster, right) hunt down
a crazed psychiatrist (Anthony Hopkins, middle) in Jonathan Demme's
Silence Of The Lambs.
Best known for -Urban romps anreal becomes real, at least as
Married to the Mob and long as the mind permits it.
Something Wild Demme directs For in its triumph, The Silence
with energy and directness, of the Lambs negates all that it so
reminiscent of David Lynch but masterfully achieves. The film
with none of the pretension. hooks us all, impossible to watch
The Lecters and Buffalo Bills but more impossible not to. But

of the world exist somewhere, at that moment of realization,
certainly, and Demme resists the when we buy into its disturbing
schlock temptation to sensa- vision of hell on earth, it loses us
tionalize their horrors. The film just as fast. It is an insane world
works much better by keeping that, for the sake of sanity, defies
things on an everyday level—the belief.

SLAM: Zen And Concrete
by Todd Jackson

SLAM, Lewis Shiner's second
novel, bristles with true inven-
tiveness hidden behind quiet,
assured prose. Shiner introduces
the reader to a world inhabited by
skate punks, underground com-
puter networks, prison inmates,
junkies, and lawyers addicted to
buying real estate. To call this
book an exploration of sub-
cultures would ignore the basis of
the novel: in a morally and
culturally bankrupt society sub-
cultures are the totality of culture.
The beginning of the novel

finds the protagonist, Dave, leav-
ing Bastrop federal prison after a
six-month term for tax evasion.
He has landed the ultimate non-
working gig: taking care of a
bunch of cats that have inherited
a fortune from their owner. The
fact that Dave doesn't like cats,
or anything else that he has to
take care of, is outweighed by his
desire to leave prison. Indeed,
Dave went to prison in the first

place because he hates doing what
anyone tells him to, which in this
case means paying his taxes.
Prison, however, makes Dave
just want to lay low and survive.
Once Dave reaches Galveston,

where the cats live, he finds that
keeping out of trouble requires
more energy than he had thought.
His parole officer, Mrs. Cook, is
a born-again Christian fascist
whose office is full of cat posters
with religious slogans under them
("Help me hang in there, Jesus,"
etc.). In addition, he is confronted
by several people who claim that
they, rather than the cats should
inherit the money. His life quick-
ly begins to resemble a sit-corn
written by Kafka. Bryant C.
Whitney, the head of a group
called AASK (Americans
Awaiting Saucer Kidnap),
follows him around demanding
that the house belongs to his
group of flaky extra-terrestrial
worshippers. Mary Nixon, a sex-
starved fifty-year old woman,
claims she is a cousin of the

deceased and therefore deserves
the estate.
Dave finds himself in love with

a computer hack, ex-smack
junkie, teenage skate punk
named Micky and he begins
hanging out in a deserted cement
mansion with skaters. Add in one
escaped con, Dave's cellmate and
forcible lover, Terre!, and you
have a difficult situation for a
man on parole.
That is just the beginning of the

novel. SLAM explores the last
true frontier left in America, a
world hidden in cement and fiber
optic cables. Within this universe
he creates characters that are real,
tender and often enigmatic. One
might expect a pretentious nar-
rative voice from such a bizzare
novel, but Shiner's prose is sim-
ple and intense. Like the pro-
tagonist, Dave, the prose remains
deceptively quiet throughout the
novel, yet it succeeds in il-
luminating truths about the
characters and the world.
The title SLAM refers to not on-

ly prison (The Slam) and falling
off a skateboard (To Slam), but
also to living in a slammed world
full of screwed up things.
Shiner's project is to find a way
of living in that world, and the
novel ultimitelpiucceeds in that
goal. As Bobby, one of Dave's
skater pals, says, "You can't sit
around and cry because they cut
down some trees and paved
everything. Concrete is radical.
Concrete is the future. You don't
cry about it man, you skate on
it." While that statement might
piss off some environmentalists,
it contains some truth about the
way the world works. SLAM
finds Zen in concrete, and
besides, it's one hell of a good
read.

SLAM
by Lewis Shiner
Doubleday Books
233 pp., $18.95

ONE DOLLAR
OFF ANY
PIZZA!

Present the coupon below when you
purchase any pizza and get one dollar

off!

Call Domino's
Pizza Today!!

338-2500

Present this coupon to get one dollar
off the purchase of any pizza ordered

from Domino's.

Student Aid.
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Ski Massanutten after 12:30 p.m. on Monday and Friday and
you'll receive some monev-saving financial assistance. Show
us your valid college ID—full or part time—and purchase your
lift ticket for just $12 and rent your equipment for $10.

Bring us this ad and we'll aid you even more with an
additional $2 off your lift ticket..

So find some friends, tear out this ad and come to
Massanutten on Monday or Friday You'll enjoy the best twi-
light skiing value in the area when you ski our two new slopes
and ride our new "Quad" chairlift for just $10.

10 Miles East of Harrisonburg,Virginia on Route 33

Valid 10.41 Ski Season only May not he used with other discounts. Not in ailable on holidays.

mow ammo mime

NIFTY FIFTIES DINING

OW OPEN

3327 St. Paul St.
243-0383
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Ah, yes, Valentine's Day. A day of love, a
day of romance, a day of commercialism.
Saint Valentine's Day has become a flood
of cards, flowers, and cheap chocolates.
FTD sells billions of roses while Hallmark
rakes in the dough from cardboard pieces fill-
ed with drippy mush. February 14th seems
to be just another holiday sacrificed to the
god of big bucks. Where has the original
meaning gone—the celebration of self-
sacrificing love for another, a day of roman-
tic thought and exchange of tokens of affec-
For H
soft so faintly shades of white and oh
beneath the evening still-shadow lies
the delicate of touch—oh my.
sweet reach, your whisper taunts—
my soul sighs
oh yes!

—From your seekrit admirer

To my Mommy or Daddy,
I miss you. Although I've found

a nice place to stay (and even a few
friends to play with), it's not the
same. I'm sorry 1 got lost. I hope
you miss me. Please call me at
764-2148.

A Small Black Do
Hi 11101i ,e.tlibgt 2/1

• • Tiro? lilt ii`,1

DeitrAt Sandy,
I -4-3-7-4-11-14-10!!

John

Mark,
Have a little faith in our love and my
love for you—I'm not going to run
away when things get rough. I'll
always be here with you—no matter
what happens. Happy Valentine's
Day. —Love, Shannon

Boob i e ,
Make Love, Not WAR! Happy
Valentine's Day! I'm (still) so crazy
about you. —LOVE, T

Claudia, Mark, Rohan, Michael,
Jesslyn.

Y'all are the BESTadvisees! Hope
y'all are having a great semester!
Happy Valentine's Day! —Love,
Prachi

Everyone,
Let us take the risks of Peace upon
ourselves, rather than impose the
risks of war upon the world.

T.M .
I will remember the past 2 years as
nothing but the best of times. —J.P.

Li Ann,
Bambina, I'm so glad I know you!
You're such a great friend! I've
learned so much from you (and
Dan-yo-san)! BROTWURST?
AACK! Happy Valentine's Day
Chick! —Love, Bambina 2

Valli,
Sister Valli, Whatta babe! Happy
Thursday Feb. 14th! Don't say the
V-word! It's not allowed in the con-
vent! Happy V-day! —Love, Prachi
(not a sister (yet))

Helena—
Get thee gone for I am sick when I
look on you. —D

becky
i've got to have it.
sell it to me.

John and Lynn,
YO! Happy Valentine's Day y'all!
Love, Lambada-Loving Carmen

G.E.
The man, the myth, the legend.
Whatta guy! Happy V-day
dearheart! —Love, Prachi
P.S. Can you bake a cherry pie?

Matt S.,
You are so cute. I want your body.
Guess

Doug P.,
Thanks for the informative
literature. Happy Valentine's Day!

Jane

Hey Phi Psi! Great mixer!
Love Alpha Phi

To all our new pledges—we love
you!!!

Your Alpha Phi Sisters

L.M.A.G.S. di R—
Hello, it's me again. Another. year
has on by, hut who'S counting. .I!
miss .not bcing able .to see you as
often as I once did, but choosing to
not let go was the best thing I could
have done. Thanks for picking me.
I love you.

—The brown-eyed girl

Anju, Haides, Herethius,
Are any of you available.

LGB,
Love to get to know you better.
ALF

L WAY

tion? Fortunately, the News-Letter has
preserved the original intent of this holiday
through the Valentine's Day Personals.
These Personals are declarations of undying
emotion, of everlasting affection, of true
love. Not to mention they're free. The
perfect way for the romantic college student
to express his or her deepest sentiments in
the tradition that St. Valentine's Day was un-
doubtedly conceived. And now, the News-
Letter presents the 1991 Valentine's Day
Personals. . .

Helena—Not Hermia, but Helena I
love. Who would not change a raven
for a dove?—Lysander.

Biff—Like, hi, Dude! Like,
ohmigawd, like, I just wanted, to
like, tell you, that like, have a way
cool, awesome weekend. Like, sorry
you can't, like, come hang out with,
like, me and, like Sparky. Well,
like, maybe you've, like, had too
much of him, like anyway. Besides,
like, anyway, I'm like totally
stoked, that, like, you're around.
Like, that S4turday night was, like
cool, yah know? Like, we'll have to,
like, do it again, like soon. Uh, huh!
(YAM know, whet COMM, MIX t Like,
thanx for, like all the phone calls.
Like; you are Abtally,.an eacellent
kinda dude. Like, it must, like run
in your blood. Like, it must. Love,
and like kisses.. .0h yeah, like
thanx for the dance lessons.—
Bambi.

A Valentine for the News-Letter:
Rhys: OURAQT

Dear Rachel (Michelangelo),
Will you be our Valentine?
Love the Service Sector of Baltimore

Daybreak—How I worship thee and
your roaches.

Alberto:
"I've always known that I was born
to dominate your sex and avenge my
own."—Dangerous Liasons
"If you can't lead your men by their
hands, take them by their
handles.' —Lysistrata
"Man has his will—but woman has
her way."—Oliver Wendell Holmes
Do I even need to sign this?

Dear Teddy Bear, Roses are red,
Leaves are green.
You're the handsomest guy
I've ever seen.
A cute butt,
and a smile divine
' Sweet and kind
and manners so fine.
Daisies are-yellow,
And violets are blue,
Just writing to say
That I love you too.

Honey Bear.

Erik—So what's it like not to be so
naive anymore—finally

Nat F.,
You dance like a dream. Your hair
smells like Turtle Wax and I want
to lick your elbows all night.
The Couch
P.S. But your fish tank sucks.

Mike,
A year and five months and I'm hap-
pier than ever. Happy Valentine's
Day, sweetie.

Beth

Mr. Seven,
"You make me just want to release
all my oxytocin."

EP-TO

To Matt C: My favorite Intro Chem
TA. Come on baby, light my Bunsen
Burner!
—From one of your students who
worships you from afar

1oa,SN'iLE,JW,C1t:
Thanks for all your help with Band,
you aril all lading a Fantastic job.
Happy Valentine's Day!

To the News-Letter staff:
Contrary to popular belief, I did
NOT have a date last Sunday. I just
couldn't stand to see your grimy
faces and didn't have a better excuse.
Don't listen to everything our editors
have to say. . . they tend to take our
mindless campus tabloid (a.k.a. the
News-Gazette) too seriously.

Get a life already!
—J.L.

Nriti litstoru01 Ilatentint's Bay'
Despite its name, Saint Valentine's

Day appears to have no relation to the
two Christian martyrs. One Saint Valen-
tine was the bishop of Jerni while the
other was a Roman priest who Was kill-
ed by Claudius the goth in 269 AD.

Valentine's Day may have aistant roots
in the Roman festival of rupercalia. On
February 15th the young maidens of the
village would drop messages of love into
an urn. Each man of the town would draw
from this urn and court the author of the
message he picked.
More likely, however, Valentine's Day

arose from the medieval belief that birds

began to mate at the beginning of the
second fortnight of the second month. As
Chaucer Wrote, "For this Was seynt
Valentyne's Day nihan every foul com-
eth ther to chese his* make."
ghe first Valentine's Day card, made

in the sixteenth century, Was probably also
the world's first greeting card. Mass pro-
duction of cards begain in the United
States in the 1840s.
Do Jay, Valentine's Day is a day When

lovers give each other cards and gifts.
Friends and family also exchange
greetings. It is a holiday that celebrates
love, romance and affection.

Draytie—
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
You look like a.monkey,
And you smell like one too!
(But that's O.K. —I still love you!)
Happy Valentine's Day.
Love, Sarah

Mouse: Will you be my Valentine?
Love, Zack

Matt Cunningham: Rugby player
with the best buns!

Bonster-iface: Help on the way!
May 23 means no more "queers,"
no more J&D, NO MORE
WANNA-BE's!!!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY GWEN! May
you never run out of turtle necks
again!

Hello Dave, why aren't you doing
your homework? I think it's time for
chat number four again!

Sweetiehead:
Why do nerds suddenly appear
Everytime you drink beer?
Just like trees
They long to pee
Close to you.

Dave, Chris, Eileen, Joe, and Mike,
Cath. Comm. studs! (And stud-ette!)
Happy Valentine's day y'all!
Love, Rhymes with Hibachi

hey
renee
sweetness has
few visages
but yours is one.

Stevie, I'll always be your friend.
—Sandy

Patti,
How about some pizza and good

jazz? We can even invite David and
Jenna. Then the kids will really have
some fun. Not too much though.
(We may not be as innocent as we
look, but...)

Love, Steve

Ted, it's your dad! —Bill

Nuke,
I always thought raw lumber was a
sexual term.

—Woody

K.P.R.—
Hey, Midge! Happy Valentine's
Day! You are a great little sister, and
thanks for putting up with me and
that night in New York. You're the
best! —Love, A.F.S.

Thisby—
The flowers of Odious savors sweet:
so hath thy breath, my dearest
Thisby dear. —Pyramus

To Everyone,
Love One Another, Live in Peace!

To my lab partner and general
companion—
I'm not quite sure what to say.

Life has been pretty interesting with
you. Never a dull moment, and
always ready to take off on a whim.
We have far too many whims. What
inevitably follows is a fiasco. I don't
think that will ever stop me. What
about you?
"Don't take this the wrong way,

but 'I love you." Sound familiar?
I heard it. Well, me too. You do
mean a lot to me. You are the dearest
of friends. You understand me, and
know what I mean by all of this.

I wish you the best of luck with
your latest pursuit(s). It would make
me happy to see your success. You
deserve it. At least I think so.
Remember that conversation? That's
what started it all.
Happy Valentine's Day! Thanks

for everything.
—The physics and linear algebra
flunkie.

My Connecticut Yankee,
I miss playing. Hurry back, 'cause
I'm waiting for you. I love you!

Your giraffe

Hans,
How do you spell "Ouwai-ee,
ouwai-ee?" Never swear off pork
chops. —Snapshot

dierdre,
you total babe. .
te quero. —S Anne M: What we had was nice.

Valentine Message for News-Letter
Dave—what to say that hasn't been
said already? I guess lots and lots of
conversation motif one...

To Matt C:
Please tell me where you're going to
Med School—so I can follow you!
Love, An applying junior pre-med

To whom it may concern:
We censored your beeps. . better
luck next year. Ha!

—V
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Day Personals
JEFF, you sensitive new age guy,
"Don't you know that it's differrent
for Girls?" Be thankful that you
have someone to be mushy with this
Valentine's Day. I'll be slinging piz-
za and feeling sorry for myself. You
know, I used to want some tall, dark,
and handsome stranger to come and
sweep me off my feet, but these days
I'm so desperate that I'd be happy
if some short, pale guy that I already
know takes me to lunch. Just
remember—all good relationships
start out Platonic—even if they only
stay that way for a whole five
minutes.

Noel, So ...did he pop the big Q?

Dangerous? I like dangerous.—
Help!

L'Ariath, Have a cool time with
Nostradamus. Lend me that French
Toast recipe?—L'oracle.

u-R- A
_PC1•1 LOVE

You

NO
WAY

Gaby—My lusty Valentine—Amid a
whirlwind of persecution I once
again profess my love to you open-
ly. Love always, Dominic.

T.M.:Believe in yourself. Your out-
ward beauty is only matched by your
inner beauty. —J .P.

Rhys' are red
But Gwyn will be blue
Till he meets me
'Cos my heart is true.

HopSFA: Get your collective mind
C?) up into the gutter.

Spike, Thanx for everything. And no
matter what the DM says, he's
whipped.

HDYGHFTA:Happy Valentine's
Day! Listen to your mom and not
some things I've said: If! get in, do
you wanna, maybe, hang out with
me? We'll talk, eh? Love, EUOAEF

Mookie,
You thought I didn't know you were
tape recording the whole thing.
Well, to Hell with you. I know all
about your fish collection and edi-
ble shoulderpads, too. Friday's date
is off. Saturday's too. I've been
sleeping around with your brother
anyways.
Sally Ick
P.S. Give me a call on Sunday.

Gunther,
Ready for Bridge or what?
Sweetheart—shall we have a rubber?

Phil, Kathy, and Marc,
SATEEN BEEZEZ! IL A HEDIA!
MAGNOON! I can't stand typing
these things up. ..
Your fellow Semite. Goofy,

MY
PET ME

WHY

Katrina,
Depp, Grieco, Depp, Depp, Grieco,
Grieco. Depp. Grieco. Grieco.
Depp. Two very hot men. Someday
my prince will come . . I'm glad
you already found yours. Happy
Valentine's Day.
Love,
Prachola
P.S. Catalytic Hydrogenation.

Jennie Morgan,
So who was that guy you were with?

Scott D,
Happy Valentine's day
A LF

Mr. Jeff Perlstein—Where are you?
I haven't seen you on campus recent-
ly but if you're still here, I bet you
still have the coolest hair on campus.

What store did you get your whip?
I'd like to buy one.

Love, Goofy

What i8 love? Hopkins professors share their insights .
"No thoughts. Give me a year or two, "Fairly orthogonal with lust but, not
I might." disjoint from it."

Lamer Ziff (English) —Qobert Qynasiewicz (Philosophy)

``Aimer, ce n'est pas 8e regarder run
l'autre, c'est regarder ensemble dans
la meme direction. (Antoine de 6aint-
Exupery, of Petit-Prince ,fame.) 'To
love is not to look at each other, it
is to look together in the same direc-
tion.' I think of those Hollywood 8till8
with the 8tar 8 staring into one
another's eyes, which is nice, but you
can't spend your whole life 8tarin8 in-
to 80111e011e'8 eyes. Once you've
gotten beyond the staring at, each
other you look together at a shared
vision. I 8uppo8e it's a less selfish
definition of love."

Laurence 6elim (french)

"I think it changes. Love when you're
17 isn't the same as when you're 25
isn't the same as when you're 80.
(Simply trying to define what love i8
i8 a major part of artistic endeavor.
It's a life project. fundamentally, you
can't know what it i8 lifl1C88 you're ex-
periencing it at the moment."

&eve 6aum (Writing 6eminars)

"I've been asking myself that ques-
tion for twenty years but haven't
been able to get funding to study it."

Bill Busa (biology)

John Myles. . . Myles . . .Standish
Myles. . .you're very stand-offish,
Myles: Topper's gone, John. He was
never here.

My beloved,
I love you more than I ever loved

before. I've wanted your love the
very first moment I saw you. And •
now, I am yours darling. I lose
myself in you. I need you more than
my own life, belong to you more
than my own soul, love you more
than my own self. You are the
perfect (the best) lover. The erotic
touch of your hand and sensual smell
of your flesh. . . well, they just set
me on fire!
Oh baby, the passion of your

kisses makes my heart surge and my
body (all of it!) ache with hunger to
embrace you. I am a prisoner of my
lust for you. I am captured and I sur-
render! My lips long for yours with
a grasping, throbbing urgency—that
can never run dry. The more of you
have, the more of you I want. I am

insatiable. Until I found you, I was
lost; together we are one. Get out the
crowbar!

Together we can topple mountains
and burn the sun from the sky with
the force, the heat of our animal
desire. (grrrrr) I worship the feel of
your body, adore your caresses and
crave the sound of your voice cry-
ing my name in rapturous bliss of
passion. You basicallY wear the hell
out of me! Whew. When I'm close
to you I hear a sound like the beating
of wings. It is the sound of my heart.
A heart that is yours now, my love,
more than my own. You have my
heart, my love, my all, now and
forever.

Bear,
You are the greatest, you make me
soar in the heavens and fly with the
wind. You are the one, the only tall,
dark and handsome guy in my life.
I love you,
Kit

Noel (with Two Dots),
I quote from "Batman":
VICKI VALE (a good-looking broad
who can't act, but has lots of nice leg
scenes throughout the movie): "All
I wanna know is. . . are we gonna try
and love each other?"
BRUCE WAYNE (aka BATMAN,
this rich guy that likes to moonlight
in black tights and squeak incom-
prehensible threats in factories):
"I'd like to."
Possibly the worst romantic moment
in the history of cinema, but you get
the point.
Dave

Lysander riddles very prettily.
You're a Midsummer Night's
Dream.—Hermia.
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To Saddam Hussein for Valefitine's
Day: Roses are red
Violets are blue
You don't know what you're doing
and you know it's true
At least Mussolini was with Maria!
and Hitler was with Eva Braun!
But You just look funny
and act like a clown!
Our bombers give you the beat
Your bunker gives you the creeps
And your courage runs skin deep
Give it up you old geek!
you had no help from the Peace
Nicks
Your scare tactics were a failure
your planes are in Iran
And We're going to jail you
You know you are wrong!
You know you should do the human
thing!
So just take a long breath and say
"Hey, it's time for Freedom!"
'cause your dictatorship just got the
sting!
A tickle on you mustache—Marco

Canarutto '93

Hot-blooded, Italian, rockin'
Studmuffin— Frankie Valli RULED
rock and roll in the 1950's. ( I
couldn't do it without laughing.) Just
though I'd share that with you.—
Bio-Geek.

For Slosh, Iguana, and the Boys:
We're writing you this poem • .
On this day of days
To let you know we like you
In your own eight ways.
You guys sure are great,
Yeah—that's plain to see. .
But just not cute enough
As N.K.O.T.B.

—Love, Your # Fans.

Alfredo—Yogurt? Ice cream?
Donuts? Naah. Just a pound cake.
They should never send us shopping
for dessert. Happy Valentine's Day.
Tell me some exciting news when
you come back. Have a wonderful
weekend. — Barn—Barn.

Mr. Puff—Day what? Diet where?
I didn't eat that danish for you. You
didn't need it. Neither did I. It was
probably three days old anyway.
Hang in there. You'll look and feel
wonderful after all has been said and
done. I know you can do it. Party at
graduation? Hopefully we'll sit near
each other, or at least close enough
I'll bring the bottle if you bring the
glasses. Who will bring the hors
d'oeuvres? Are Italian egg rolls okay
with you?—Alias B. Jones.

Scott & Krista, Eyuck! Pass the
insulin.

"Studley" Steve: Surprised? Yeah,
me too. Happy Valentine's Day.

Love, Patti.

Happy Valentine's to IC, DU,
SOTN.

The Wonderful thing about Tiggers,
is Tiggers have wonderful things
Their tops are full of rubbers,
their bottoms are nothing like
strings,
They're bouncy trouncy flouncy
bouncy
fun fun fun fun fun
And the most wonderful thing about
Tigger
is I've got the only one.
Zilla

Sir William of Avon,
You are my Valentine.

Cathryn of Danit

Pillow,
You are my Valentine.
Kitten

Nancy—Let's go down and "lay"
on the flats. Meet me at the Gatehaus
tomorrow and we'll do the section
thing. Bring the Tang!—"Steve"

Jack,
Help! I've fallen! And I can't get up!

—Mrs. Fletcher

Mario-1 really admire that Andrea,
don't you? Love, Luigi.

To the Red-Head Girl: Meeting you
is like trying to kick a football—
every opportunity I get I
miss. . . (Spring Fair, Penn Station,
etc.) So I'd like to meet you,
again.—Charlie Brown.

Demetrius—And I am sick when I
look not on you. —H

An Ode of Judas and Helen of Troy
My best friend a Judas
And a lover called Helen

These Names from the past
That tell the story of the present
I loved Helen and I thought he
loved me
Helen told me he cared and I
believed
We seemed to go forward together
Judas expressed his pleasure
Finally I was happy.
Then Helen said he wasn't sure
Whether he could love me because
I was a she
And I said despite the pain
I would rather have his friendship
Than lose all of him
I would stand by him and help him
My pain was great, but I still tried
When Helen said he loved Judas
A bizarre love triangle we wove,
Helen of Troy he is and will remain
By tearing Judas and 1 assunder
And sending us to war
Is it really worth it I think
For thirty pieces of silver
And will they ever be happy
As long as my spirit haunts them
And theirs haunts me
An uneasy, guilty happiness they
will share
I'd rather be alone.

Andrea

"Dr. John Money's
Top Ten

Aphrodisiacs"

10. Spanish fly
9. Raw oysters
8. Dom Perignon
7. Money and power
6. "Casablanca"
5. Being a News-Letter

editor
4. Remy Martin
3. Proust
2. Jovan Wild Musk
1. Anything by Led

Zeppelin

Quizmaster, I'm sorry things didn't
work out—Winona Ryder.

Run over here without
a second to lose—
What comes next?
Hey Bust a Move
(Hint: she's dressed in yellow. .. .)

T.M.:Happy Valentine's Day! Let's
share many more.—J.P.

Sewer Tour, (White Rose included)
Death to Duke St. Augustine. P.S.
There's a spider on your back.

Jennie, We still have to go on that
Passion Fling to Jamaica.—JC

Motown, My soulmate in music.
What makes Brian think he knows
anything?—Dixie

L—St. Moritz when we're twenty-
six. We'll do all the things you said,
and more. . . provided that. Keep
studying PPP. I'll stick with the bio
stuff.—P'cat.

To apartment eleven's boys
How goes it with your noise?
Your wall of shame is funny
Which place will get your money?
D.C. might be the place
Where to keep up your social pace
Good luck for next year
From me you'll be sure to hear
Because I'll need a place to dance
without fear. Happy Valentine's
Day!

TM.—Almost everything must
change, but my love for you won't.
Take comfort in the memories of all
that we've shared. You will always
be in my heart. J.P.

Mike—Thanx for being a true
friend. We'll have to get together
more often! Happy Valentine's
Day-1 luv ya—Guess Who?

Italian Ice—ICE—A ICE—A
BABEE! (You are truly inspira-
tional!)—A

COME HERE, LITTLE BIRDIE!!
There—I thought that would get your
attention! I want you to know how
much I love you—you make me
laugh, you make me think, and most
of all, you make me happy. Thanks
for putting up with my liberal pro-
paganda, the done-to-death ham-
burgers, and the you-know-what that
followed us in the elevator for 13
horrifying floors. Oh, the humani-
ty!! By the way, do you want to play
backgammon tonight? I'm sure we
can come up with an interesting bet!
I love you so very much, Pooky
Pants. Happy Valentine's Day! Dit-
to! Love always, Your Hunny Pot.

Clar1T—Still missing "de brane?"
I know where you can get "branes"
in bulk—for cheap! Stop by the lab
on Mondays at—say 2:00 pm.
Guaranteed to be fresh! (Actually,
you guys seem to be doing fine
without one. He says you guys will
take this option though.) Happy
Valentine's Day!—ARoses are F-M-Red

Violets are "M-1 Blue"?
Happy Valentine's Day
To Suzie Q.

Dear Hipp, Why would Titania cross
her Oberon?—Thes.
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To 10:00 p.m. McLaughlin
Do you remember when o when
You used to party all night
Slam dancing until dawn's early light
But now you're gainfully employed
And our right life is destroyed
So in this time of Lent
When you're get up and go has got
up and went
Won't you please come out and play
And for one night relive your col-
lege day.

To the women of 3028: Amy,
Jessica, Julie, Robin, Kate. You in-
habit a haunted house which has it's
share of mouse but we still think
you're great.

To my roommate, Jennifer,
I really hope that you're sending me
a valentine, because nobody else
will! Here's to meeting lot of
gorgeous Irishmen—tall ones—over
spting break . . . just as long as they
don't kiss like birds. Do you think
one of them will take us out to din-
ner? If not, John Allgood still owes
us one at 2110 or the Polo Grill.
Happy V .D. Anyway.
Love, dearly not queerly, yer
townie.

Lyle Darling,
On this special Valentine's Day, may
you be seduced by those bimbos in
black from "The Party Machine."
Well, Wendy wouldn't appreciate
that, so instead I'll just let you tease
me about my ears. Maybe someday
I'll find a boyfriend of whom you ap-
prove . . but until then I'll keep
dating guys like Bob.

Dear Puppy Muffin—
Because its Valentine's Day, please
answer my question. How did you
get back from the airport?! If you

don't tell me, I'll cancel our trip to
Cancun. Besides, it's not an anchor,
it's an arrow. And face it. You can
scratch out what I write in the
elevator, but not what I write in the
paper. So here ft is for all the world

to know: YOU'RE HOT
Love Always, Apple Munchkins.

Ted Roth—I hope that a woman who
knows how to kiss will kiss you this
Valentine's Day.

To Doug the Scottish Grad Student:
Jenn wasn't going to send you a
Valentine, so I will. Say something
charming to me at the next party.
Happy Valentine's Day from Jenn's
roommate.

DD and LSF:
Happy Valentine's Day! Just 99 days
till the 25th, and party time. —MPD

Noel (with two dots):
Number 1.. . don't Number 4 too
much. . . more Number I . . it's a
good thing I fed you that Number 5
last Friday, isn't it? Call me or stop
by any time you want to make some
more numbers. . .or anything else.

Love, Dave

Dominic—My love possum—My
love (or you is no longer a secret and
is only strengthened by the ridicule
of our friends. It is true love like
ours that withstands the laughter of
others. Love, Gaby.

Valen
Liz and I—yeh
Happy Valentine's Day! Celebrate
love!
Love, T

Erica, Thank you for being there for
me this year. You're one-of-a-kind.
Let's make the most of our last few
months at JHU. Love, Joe.

Mark—Thanks for giving us another
chance. It can work if we both want
it to and try. I'll always love you for
who you really are. Happy Valen-
tine's Day. Love, Shannon.

JHUBAND:
Happy Valentine's Day! Keep up the
good work. It sounds Great!—MD.

To My Favorite Elmo's Brother:
Roses are red,
My garter belt's black;
You left me with rug burn
All over my back.
Rug burns are red,
Violets are blue;
Give me a call
And I'll give them to you.

—Bigmouth Strikes Again

Still need a gift for Valentine's Day? How about. . .
A News-fetter Valentine's Day Personal  free
A kiss (your choice: peck or French)  free
Hallmark card $1.25

Valentine's Day teddy hear  $15.00
One pound godiva chocolates $28.00

$49.95

One dozen roses $60.00
Bedroom suite getaway with four-course dinner and breakfast in bed $192.00
Red 911 Porsche convertible $70,000.00

14 K gold chain bracelet

CC OF CORPS, PJ,CG,JG,SM,PS:
Who's making what for dinner?
—VP number 2.

HI Newman, Happy Valentine's

Day !—MPD

Circle K, Love you all. I hope V-
Day was Nothing but Flowers for
you. —Mr. Cohen.

Mad dog, Take advantage of that
turtleneck.

To All My Mol Cell Study
Buddies—Ranesh, Rochelle, Jeff,
Scott, Kate, Phil, Bev, and Andra—
Let's get some Dunkin' Donuts, go
to Ranesh's lab, and Rag on Lisa!!!

Hey MIYA,PR,GL,MG: I didn't
forget. Happy Valentine's
Day .—MPD

ML and HF: When is our next 11:00
Flesh Binge? Happy Valentine's
Day.—The "Straight Man" from
downstairs.

To the Founding Members of
Bachelor's A: TC,JG,AND CG
(sorry DJ): Cheer up, it won't be so
bad next year. Well? It can't get
worse. Happy Valentine's Day. —
Your President and Fearless Leader.

To JH and fellow members of the
spinsters club, we, the members 0'
B.A., cordially invite you to inix-
er (speakers optional). Happy V.
Day... . Signed Hope less
Romantics.

Doug P.
Will you butter my muffin?

Love, Harlan Standard

Is the third time the charm for yip-
yip time? It'll be tough to top the Se-
cond Time Around but I think and
hope the kids will be all right. One
hundred miles makes it tough but I'd
never make it without you. Here's
to getting lost for a long time to
come—forever wouldn't be too bad
("Sigh.")

Zack: I want to lick your whiskers.
Love, Mouse

To my Honeyface:
Why do turds suddenly appear
Everytime your herd steer?
Just like fleas
They long to sneeze
Close to you.

GO 0 '91!

To apartment number 9
Knowing you is simply divine
A house would be great
But JG you'll just have to wait
For that which you seem to pine

To someone with nice blue eyes who
likes crossword puzzles: maybe I'll
run into you again—over a cup of
tea?

L—
No promises. No games. No lies.
That's all I ask. That's all I can of-
fer. You really are wonderful.
("And the wonder of it all. . ." You
know the rest.) I love you, very
much.
—E

To the person who proctors in
Krieger on Sunday nights: where the
hell is my printout?!

All right Dave, enough is enough.
While motif three is all fine and
good, we should leave him some lit-
tle bit of dignity (for everyone else
to slam into the ground!)

Dear Trey,
Happy Valentine's Day to the most
kind, loving, wonderful,
handsome—THIS MESSAGE HAS
BEEN CANCELLED DUE TO
OVERUSE OF LARGE QUAN-
TITIES OF B.S.—EVEN THE
BULLS ARE ON STRIKE.

To Jim, and all others concerned: I
am NOT getting engaged! Not this
Thursday, not next Thursday, not
ANY Thursday!
—You know damn well who its

from!

EXCITING JOBS IN ALASKA
HIRING Men - Women. Summer/Year

Round. Fishing, Canneries, Logging,

Mining, Construction, Oil Companies.

Skilled/Unskilled. Transportation

$600 plus weekly. CALL NOM
1-206-736-7000, Ext.  B380 

;to-tiara'

11 Student Services

r LENS IIAB
Contact Lenses For Less

Fast, Convenient, Direct-to-You
savings of up to 50%. All Brands
and Prescriptions in stock, in-
cluding Tints & Disposables.
Overnight shipments available.
Lenses 100% Guaranteed in fac-
tory-sealed vials.

Call for information and

FREE CATALOG.

800-726-7802
011111110111% 24 Hours

7 Days

110P Pt 2111 Aya Hollywood. R 33020 ,
4.•••• ONOWD MIMEO MM. WM,IMNO

SPRING BREAK
from Washington D.C.

Cancun starting at $489
Jamaica starting at $529

Price includes:
•Round trip airfare &

transfers
*7 nights accommodation &

hotel taxes
Low Student Airfares!

CALL FOR MORE
INFORMATION
1560-M—Sireet,14-.W.
Washington,D.C.
202-337-6464

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

L 
SERVIC

Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards in the world...Visa® and MasterCard®

credit cards..."In your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN

CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!

VISA* and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for— 1D—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT

STORES—Ti JITION—ENTERTAINM EMT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTS—

HOTELS—MOTELS—GAS—CAR RENTALS—
REPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

pi VOID%
GO" 14 (-10Got0 - 110

IOCk
- -01105 o Osut_oott &
Go" 001
coo 16 Approval absolutely guaranteed so

No turn downs!
No credit checks!
No security deposit!

MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY

STUDENT SERVICES,BOX 224026,HOLLYWOOD,FL 33022

YES! I want VISM/MAiSTERCARD® Credit
Cards. Endosed find $15 which is 100% refundable if not

I approved immediately.

'NAME  

ADDRESS  

1 CITY  STATE ZIP 

PHONE S.S.#  e

e NOTh. MasterCard is a registered trademark of MasterCard International. Inc.

1 Visa is a registered trademark of VISA USA.. Inc. and VISA International 1

U

I SIGNATURE

• Servines Associat ion. 1000/o GUARANTEED!

•as UM MI MD 11111 MMMMM MD ea IND OM MD GM IM UM OM =0 OD MD

  S•lh4e Si
Women are Illogical, fussy, manipulative,
hormonally deranged creatures who play
hard to get, then are hard to take...

but then he met
Lode.

HgtiVsaid

Men are insensitive, messy, uncommitted,
sexually obsessed clods who Just want
hot sex followed by a cold beer...

but then she fell in love
with Dan.

The story of
true love...
both versions.

Paramount Pictures Presents Mancuso, Jr Production

A all In Ken KtrilingS and Marta Silver Kevin Bacon Elizabeth Perkins He Sfid, She Said Sharon Stone m's`, Miles Goodman Stephen H. Burn c ir,„„ Sidney Levin, A c

V.8:4!Michadrotenblith Vikki VVilliams Brian Hohlfeld '''"`gfrank Mancuso, Jr, '1̀ 11. Ken kepis (We ) and Marisa Silver (She be) A Pariimount Picture

America's oldest & largest
Student Travel Agency

PG 43 PARENTSc XLOLB5rELor Opens February 22 at Theaters Everywhere.

READ

Ap..mu.mcgmcmpoy. .
Panavision IM t *relight 199I hs Paramount Ponds All Rights Reserdd
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ERIK—Such a "Nice" guy like you
doesn't deserve such a "bad" girl
like me

ERIK—Are you avoiding me or are
you that afraid to talk to me? On se-
cond thought—its probably wise to
avoid me—I've yet to hear an
apology from you

ERIK—You really are a nice guy but
you were a jerk and I'm spitejul.
Happy Valentine's Day, anyway,
and Happy Birthday. Guess who.

Lazarus, Christine, Duke, Fred, Rex
& Leon:
Happy Valentine's Day! Happy
Mardis Gras! Five years and no
change. Here's to five more!
Love, Trisha & Death's Tender

Finger

Hart: Have I told you about my
friend Jesse?

Pain:
The Coalition for the Ultimate Ter-
mination of Evil Holidays (CUTE)
continues despite good luck.

Scourge

Jonah C,
I love you!! YoLl
Guess

SCUM...

1..ANts Nisor HuNrINGA Tips.

Jon B.
Love you.
Me

MEMO: Jason
Re: Great Expectations
People don't live up to them

SIGNED: Ignorant slut

Chetan,
Give me a call.

General Luis Beltro

My Dearest Winona,
Run off with me and be mine
forever. We will dance naked
beneath the stars and I will ask you
trivia about Per Jambeck.

Yours always, Quizzy

S.T.—
There's a spider on your back. Ha
ha ha!

—Tr

K.K.C.—
My place, tonight, the floor. Bring
oil. Trust me, it's kinky.

—DB

Jane, Marian, Julie,
Hey ladeez, HAPPY VALEN-
TINES DAY. You guys are
awesome (like awesome-possum
dudes!) and I'm super-glad I know
y'all!
Love,
Prachi
P.S. Remember, "Did Dr. Principe
just grow a mustache?"

Glen, Ved, Jeff,
Lyceum STUDS, thanks for putting
up with the crazy antics of yours tru-
ly.. Y'all are awesome! like totally!
Happiness is .. . —Prachi

Holly,
May this V-day bring you a
"Knight" to remember.

Love and Peace, T

Chiquita—
I'm glad I waited till we could be
alone. Thank you. You warm me
with eyes bright as morning. You
comfort me with a heart full of kind-
ness. You are quite serious. I love
you, and who I am when I am with
you. Be my Valentine, will 'ya?

Wiseguy

Kimberly and Brooke,
Happy Valentines Day to two
wonderful roommates and friends. I
love you guys.
Shannon

HILLCREST CLINIC
Prompt confidential help

• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
• ABORTION SERVICES
• BIRTH CONTROL SERVICES

FOR APPOINTMENTS CALL:

788-4400

• SONOGRAMS
• COUNSELING
• COMMUNITY EDUCATION

Open Mon Sat
8 30 5 00 pm

5602 Baltimore National Pike *GOO

3101 St. Paul 243-5228

HOPKINS STORE

Housewares

School Supplies

Notary

Hardware

(10% off school & housewares
with Frizzner card)

Magazines

Keys duplicated

Beauty Aids

Newspapers

Film Developing

The Office of Admissions of
The Johns Hopkins lJniversity School of. Nursing

invites you to

OPEN HOUSE
FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS

Our Spring Seminar itldresses the undergraduate, undergraduaie/RN,

graduate and accelerated curricultiMS offered to prospective students.

Saturday. March 9, 1991

louck Uuildui Lobby, First Floor

600 N. Wolfe Strol/lialtimore, MD 21205

PROGRAM SCHEDULE
9:31) - 10:1)1) Rcgisindiun• Refreshments •Welcume

I II: I - 1 1: I a.m.* Seminars:
Undergraduate • Undergraduate/RN • Graduate • Accelerated

I - 12: 1 .ndergraduale Financial Aid Discussiun
12:15 - 1 :( H) p.m. Campus "hairs

Shamina,
Happy Valentine's boy woman! I
didn't forget this year! You're the
best!
Love,
Prachi

Frank P.
Love,
Mc

Ryyhs's are red
Gyhwhn's eyes are blue
His six foot body
Makes this woman mew

"Earl—From the Reserve Room to
the Altar! I love you. Kath"

Kitten, Care to disassemble another
bed'?—P

"To the Oracle at 3333N Charles:
Happy Vday Wend, you're always
right!"

Doods, Love is Hell. I said so all
along didn't I?—The Eternal Cynic.

Per Jambeck and his Valentine
sharing a private moment.

1991 War ntr-Lambfrt

Erik—So you don't have time for
me? Did I EVER say I had the time
or even wanted to make the time for
you?

Erik—See what happens when you
trust a woman who then "corrupts"
you—you become lets say—not so
innocent anymore

Kathy and Astrid,
Yo ROOMIES! Cheese and Baked
potato moments! Pencils & Brot-
wursts! Catalytic Hydrogena-
tion...Five more minutes! You
guys are the greatest! Happy Valen-
tine's DAY!
Love,
Prachola
P.S. Kathy, you were right. C.C.
was a C.F. You are truly the
paragon of wisdom! FINE!

Trey T,
Thanks for being such a Sweetheart
ALF

Scott B,
Thanks for being there when I need-
ed a hug.
ALF

Hey, Sexy .. .
THAI AMOH really.
Me

Egg—You're s000 cute! — Banana

Members of the Dissed Club:
Since my recent change in status to
a reserve member, I have been
plagued by concern over my situa-
tion. As such, despite my buoyant
happiness, I remain
somewhat. ..disconcerted.
-ex-Dismembered

Gina—Are you going to the movies
anytime soon?—Allene.

Hey Mansfield! Why should we wait
30 years to splurge ourselves? Let's
break out the Dom Perignon this
weekend!—Your partner in solitude.

To the man who is 5'9", and
burdened for a lifetime with the legs
that belong on a man who is 5'4"—

I love you. Will you marry 'me?
No? I figured as much. Okay then,
how about a less long-term commit-
ment. Will you go to the Spring For-
mal with me'? I will accept any
answer except "maybe. "—The
short, deficient one.

Rhys is a man
Gwyn is FINE
Watch out brother
You gonna be MINE

Jane, Even if the pros outweigh the
cons, what are you going to do?

The 
Freshest Mint. The 

Coo/est Coot

1.1,r diluclii,111N anti

(301) 955-7548

f
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Full Service Seion for Men and Women

PERM SPECTACULAR! I I

Price $ 59.95 (an $85.00 value)

Long hair slightly higher

Valid thru March 2nd

THE INN at THE COLONNADE
4 W. University Parkway Baltimore, Maryland 21218

889-2225

To maintain your Permanent Wave, 10 % off oni

all retail products, with our service.

235 W. Read Street

Phone : 462-3662

Fax : 462-3665

Limited Delivery Area

Free Delivery

Carry-out Available

STARVING STUDENT NIGHT

EVERY WEDNESDAY 7-10 P.M.

ALL 16" PIZZAS $8.00

INCLUDES ANY TOPPINGS

Valid School I.D. Required

Not valid with any other offers

The American Red Cross is now offering free,

anonymous Human Immunodeficiency Virus (AIDS

Virus) testing at the Student Health Clinic

on the 2nd and 4th Monday of each month from

5:30 - 7:30 p.m. For further information, o

to schedule an appointment, contact the

American Red Cross at 764-4610.

+ American Red CrOSS

A.Gpha Phi,

welcomes the Tau Pledge Class

Spring 1991

Donna Anastasio

Keith Carrington

Jasmine Chu

Michelte Conroy

Renee Coulter

Lisa Cunningham
Amy Darmetko

Kristin franks

Celeste George

Atanci aitomer

Keay Grey

Rahki Jain

Bechy Jufer

Sarah Keppter

Stacey Kojaku
Jennifer Xraivat

Franny Lee

Diana Lits
Lena Malik

Sarah Manchester

Maureen Martin

Carol Moylan

Erica Nemser

Kacy Ora

Shreya Patel

Nanette Raimoncli

Beth It uark

Pam Steeper

Amy Stubbs

Jeannie Tan

Amy Van Allen

Michelle Paden

Karen Waitkus

Megan
Lisa Blackman

Kate Loeffert

Melody liakim

"SPRING BREAK 91"
CANCUN, MEXICO

FEATURING THE OASIS CANCUN HOTEL

STARTING MARCH 16, 1991
THRU MARCH 23, 1991

PRICES BASED ON QUAD.

CARIBE INTERNATIONAL $399

MARGARITA HOTEL $449

CALINDA QUALITY HOTEL $469

TERRAMAR HOTEL $509

AQUAMARINA HOTEL $549

OASIS CANCUN HOTEL $569

HOLIDAY INN CROWN PLAZA$599

MELIA TURQUESA $599

FROM

$399
COMPLETE

(44111t

AannymcE
TRAVEL

SERVICES, INC.

COMPLETE PARTY WEEK INCLUDES:

RT. AIRFARE (FROM SELECT CITIES), R.T. TRANSFERS,

7 NIGHTS HOTEL 3 HOUR CRUISE, BEACH PARTIES,

FREE ADMISSION INTO NIGHTCLUBS, ALL HOTEL TAXES,

AND ADVANCE TRAVEL TOUR HOSTS ON LOCATION.

* PRICES BASED OUT OF N.Y. & PHIL

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
TOLL FREE 800-283-8767

Ring Sale

U712)

J1L

RT RV E D
COLLEGE JEWELRY

JHU Bookstore/Post Office Lobby

February 19, 20, & 21

10 AM - 6 PM

kund
Off.
WANTM:

All 'talented musicians"

to participate in this year

Musical showcase.

Applications are available in the

Office of Residential Life,

131ctg.

All applications are due on

friday, March 1, 1991.  

For more information please call the Office of Residential Life at 338-8283.
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Sports
Women's Hoops Heads for Postseason
Strong Tournament Play Could Lead to NCAA Bid
by Andy Chien

The Johns Hopkins women's
basketball team cruised to an easy
67-60 win on Friday over UAA
opponent Chicago to improve
their record to 16-5. Four Jays
scored in double-figures, led by
the 16 point charge of senior co-
captain Juliane Rolapp.
Sophomore Sylke Knuppel,

making her return from an ankle
injury which has sidelined her for
the most part of the last few
games, scored 14 points on 6-of-9
shooting from the field. Senior
post player Jennifer Luzietti turn-
ed in another solid effort for the
Jays, netting 12 points, 5 steals,
and grabbing 11 rebounds. Senior
co-captain Kristie Kantowski also
contributed 10 points and 9
boards.
The Jays took a 38-27 lead in-

to the locker room at halftime,
and despite being outscored in a
lackluster second half, they
managed to hang on for the win.
Chicago shooters were frigid,

hitting only 35 percent of their
shots for the game, while the Jays
hit their season average of 46 per-
cent from the field. Chicago.
managed to make 7-of-14 three-
point attempts, but that wasn't
enough as Hopkins punished
them under the boards, outre-
bounding Chicago 43-32. The
loss dropped Chicago's overall

Hockey
Defeats
Loyola
by Jay Friedman

Monday, February 11—
In perhaps the Jays' best game

of the season, the Hopkins
Hockey team avenged an earlier
losss to Charles Street rival
Loyola. Hopkins outskateci, out-
shot, and outhit the Greyhounds
bn their way to a satisfying 4-3
victory before a raucous crowd.
The Blue Jays improved their
record to 8-4-2, moving them into
a tie for second place in the
Mason-Dixon league behind
Towson State.
Hopkins did not capitalize on

early power play opportunities,
but did capitalize on strong-play
in the corners by assistant captain
Dave Boxenbaum and Pat
Chaisson, Chaisson used his
superior skating ability to out-
work the covering Hound
defenders and centered a pass that
was deflected into the corner.
Boxenbaum, playing his second
consecutive games without a
penalty, retrieved the puck in the
corner and fed freshman John
Tymkewitz in the slot.
Tyrnkewitz converted the pass in-
to a goal at 9:30 of the first period
giving the Jays an early lead.
Three minutes later the same

three players registered points as
Chaisson once again stick handl-
ed through the Greyhound
defense and ripped a shot over the
goalie's glove from the right cir-
:le. After failing to convert on
another power play the Jays look-
ed as though they would end the
period with at 2-0 lead. Loyola
relentlessly pounded away at a re-
bound and eventually snuck it
past Blue Jay goalie Pierre
Chevray at 1:11 of the first. The
period ended with Loyola work-
ing a power play, but the score
remained 2-1 Hopkins.
Loyola tied the game with a

sharp angle wrist shot that
managed to sneak between
Chevray's pads at 13:34 for
another even strength goal.
However, Chevray came up big
over the next few minutes saving
the Jays after successive miscues.
A two-on-one that nearly
developed into a three-on-one
was thwarted by a sparkling save.
Chevray outdid himself when a
Hopkins miscommunication at
the blue line gave the shorthand-
ed Greyhounds a one-on-none
Dpportunity.
The Jays dominated the rest of

Continued on page 19

record to 12-9.
Unfortunately, the Jays didn't

have as easy a time with UAA foe
Washington University, who
were 18-4 and ranked fourth in
the nation going into last Sun-
day's contest. After building a
35-30 halftime lead, the Jays
crumbled in the second half,
unable to answer a 22-9
Washington run. The Jays final-
ly succumbed 70-62.

Luzietti led the Jays on offense
as she erupted for 24 points on
10-of-14 shooting from the field.
Rolapp was limited to 11 points
by a tough Wash. U. defense.
Junior Tracy Williams also add-
ed 10 points for the Jays.

After holding Wash. U. to on-
ly 38 percent field goal shooting
for the first half, the Jays ap-
peared to wither in the second
half as Wash. U. nailed a blister-
ing 78 percent of their shots.

After shooting 45 percent from
the field in the first half, the Jays
could only manage to hit 31 per-
cent of their shots in the second
half. Wash. if. shot 56 percent
for the garne,While Hopkins shot
only 37 percent.
Wash. U. took advantage of

their superior size and depth in
the second half. The Jays were
outrebounded 42-28, eeking out
a paltry 6 offensive rebounds for
the game.
The Jays fared better in their

final regular season game against
MAC opponent Dickinson last
Tuesday, rolling to a lopsided
73-47 victory. The Jays played
without Luzietti, who was out
with the flu.
Kantowski poured in 20 points

in addition to grabbing 10 re-
bounds to lead the Jays. Hopkins
opened up a nineteen point
halftime lead and were never

Loren R let h

The wrestling team got back on track with a stirring victory over Swar-
thmore last Saturday. Scott Huber's pin in the final bout gave the Jays
a one-point victory.

Wrestling Attempts to
Regroup After Injuries
by Mike Ricci

The young Hopkins wrestling
team has been on a roller-coaster
ride this season. Hit hard by in-
juries and early retirements, the
team has been forced to find new
contributors to fill the gaps.
On a recent road trip, the team

lost a heartbreaker to a veteran
Muhlenberg squad, only to
bounce back later that day to han-
dily defeat Albright. In the match
against Muhlenberg the Blue Jays
won five of the ten matches but
lost on points. Captain Gary
Hsich at 118 lbs., Tony
Gagliostro at 126 lbs., and Scott
Drewes at 142 lbs. all won close
decisions, while sophomore
Michael Ricci at 167 lbs.
registered a pin. At 190 lbs., cap-
tain Scott Huber, avenged an
earlier loss using his aggressive
style to devastate his opponent.
After the match, Huber's oppo-
nent had to be helped from the
mat.

Against Albright the team look-
ed much sharper. Jake Manella
(118 lbs.) started the team off in
the right direction with a pin.
Freshmen Rob Restuccia (126
lbs.) and Danny Abdi (134 lbs.)
continued the onslaught with hard
fought victories. Sam Baldwin
(158 lbs.) also posted an im-
pressive victory. Ricci earned his
second win of the day with a 16-0
decision. Another double winner
was Huber. Heavyweight Kadir
Erkman ended the meet with a
major decision.,

Last Wednesday the Jays fac-
ed Western Maryland at home.
After a grueling match the Jays
came up a little short losing
26-28. Hsich once again started
the team with a win. Peter Tucci
(126 lbs.) followed with the
quickest pin of the season, just 12
seconds. Danny Organek's (134
lbs.) match showed the dedication
this team has. He broke a finger
in the first period, yet not only
finished the match, but also won
a major decision. Jake Zinders
(142 lbs.) scored a 3 point deci-
sion. Carl Pallais (150 lbs.) and
Huber finished off the scoring for
the day both earning technical
falls.
On Saturday, the Jays hosted

Widener, Swathmore, and Ur-
sinus. The Jays started off with
a surprisingly easy victory over

previously unbeaten Widener.
Sam Wong (118 lbs.), Abdi,
Zinders, and Terry Bailey all
posted victories. In the 134 lb.
class Gagliostro dominated his
match for the first two periods.
He went for the kill in the third
period using the Italian arm lock
to put his foe on his back. He ap-
plied too much strength and
dislocated his opponent's
shoulder. It was the third time this
year he has won by default. Ric-
ci won yet another victory.
The only Blue Jay who lost was

Tony Stratakos. A first year
wrestler, Stratakos made an im-
pressive showing, taking Matt
Burns, a two-time All-American,
to overtime, only to give up a last
second takedown and lose by one
point.
In the meet against Ursinus, the

Blue Jays showcased several
young wrestlers and came very
close to pulling off an upset.
Freshman John Dicamillo
registered his first-ever decision.
First-year wrestlers Bill Sawyer
and Will Deitrick impressed the
home crowd with victories. It was
the ninth straight match for
Deitrick that ended with a pin.
Dominic Wiker engaged in a

"discussion" with the referee
over a bad call and was politely
asked to leave the gym. The in-
cident cost the team one team
point, which fortunately had no
effect on the eventual outcome.
The match with Swathmore

was by far the most exciting
match of the year. The excite-
ment built to such a state that the
capacity crowd was brought to its
feet for the last five matches. The
lead changed hands several times,
but the Blue Jays ended up on top
21-20. The Jays started off fast
with Hsich, Restituccia, and Tuc-
ci posting victories.

Carl Pallais won his match
despite showing up late. Sam
Baldwin followed with an over-
time victory against the returning
MAC champion at the' 158 lb.
class. The match came down to
Huber who needed a pin to secure
the team victory. He put his op-
ponent on his back but time ran
out in the second period before he
could get the pin. Huber once
again put his opponent on his
back, this time with plenty of time
remaining and eventually pinned
him, finalizing the win for the
team.

threatened by the overmatched
Dickinson squad.
Rolapp scored 10 for the Jays,

and junior Kerni McTiernan add-
ed 13. Williams dumped in 10
points in addition to swiping 7
steals. The Jays shot 45 percent
from the field to Dickinson's 41
percent. The charitable Dickinson
squad helped Hopkins by giving
away a generous 29 turnovers.
The win over Dickinson gives

the Jays a final regular season
record of 17-6 (8-2 in the MAC).
The victory assures Hopkins of a
second place finish in the MAC
Southwest and an automatic berth
in the MAC tournament. The
Jays hit the road next Tuesday for
their first round match against na-
tionally ranked Moravian, the
champion of the MAC
Northwest.
A strong showing at the tour-

nament would augment the Jays'
chances of receiving a bid to the
NCAA tournament. The top four

Jay Friedman

Juliane Rolapp drives through traffic on way to win over Chicago.

current fifth-place ranking behind
Franklin and Marshall means that
their hopes for an NCAA berth
depend on either winning the

tournament and receiving an at-
large bid.
With their arsenal of explosive

offensive players, the Jays may
teams from each region tournament and receiving an yet surprise some opponents in
automatically go, but the Jays' automatic bid or doing well at the post-season play.

Men's Basketball Clinches Spot in
MAC Playoffs by Beating Fords
by Lorin Engquist

The Johns Hopkins men's
basketball team clinched a spot in
the MAC playoffs Wednesday
night when they crunched lowly
Haverford, 106-56, and
Washington College eliminated
Widener by beating them 63-52.
The most likely playoff scenario
has Hopkins visiting Franklin &
Marshall Thursday night.
The Blue Jays were in dire

need of a win, as Widener was
threatening to tie them for the last
playoff spot, and there was no
better time to have Haverford on
the schedule. The Fords brought
a pathetic 0-22 record to the
Newton H. White, Jr. Athletic
Center, and it was evident from
the outset that loss number 23 was
not far off. The Jays, on the
strength of a swarming defense
and an early offensive explosion
by David Strong, whom got the
start in his final regular season
home game, raced out to a 13-0

Norris Pounds Sugar

lead in the first four minutes of
play. Haverford broke the ice
when Justin Smith connected on
a short jumper, but Hopkins
scored nine more quick points.
The Blue Jays honored their

seniors with a brief ceremony
before the game, as Strong,
Zahn, Andy Enfield, Eric
Hastings, and Dave Eikenberg
were recognized for their four
years of service. Strong, who
scored eight points and notched
two steals in fifteen minutes,
showed that he is still a top per-
former despite being moved to
number three on the point guard
depth chart. Enfield added fifteen
points to his all-time school
record total, although he only
shot three of four from the free
throw line, lowering his season
percentage from 95.0 percent to
94.2 percent. With his two three-
pointers, Zahn showed the
coaching staff that he should have
had the green light from deep for
the past four years. Hastings,

Ray into Retirement
by Alex Tamin

His face swelling and body
aching, Sugar Ray Leonard lean-
ed on the ropes in the tenth round
of his fight with Terry Norris.
For an instant his eyes met the
camera, they cried out the realiza-
tion that this was the end. For the
first nine rounds it was enjoyable
to watch Sugar Ray Leonard the
egomaniac (the pre-fight inter-
view with Ray Leonard was con-
ducted by none other than Ray
Leonard.) take a beating, but it
was upsetting. Upsetting to see
yet another boxer take one punch
too many, in order to prove to
himself that his career was over.
It was a repeat of Moore vs. Ali,
Louis vs. Marciano, but most of
it was Ali vs. Holmes.
Saturday night, in front of a

sparse Madison Square Garden
crowd, Sugar Ray Leonard's
career came full circle, from
Olympic champion to old man.
Leonard wanted to know if his
skills and savvy would make him
a fighter for the 90's, retiring and
returning in the seniors tour with
Foreman, Hearns, and Duran.
The answer soon became ob-
vious. Leonard's trunks were
pulled almost to his chest in hopes
of covering an undefined
stomach, but he could not hide his
lost skills. At his best Leonard
beat his opponents both mental-
ly and physically, he would taunt,
and he would take advantage of
the opening with his marvelous
boxing skills, but now they were
gone. The hand speed, head
movement, defense, and dancing,
all had left the Sugar Man.

In the second round, the
fighters met in the center of the
ring with Norris firing an errant
right hand, yet by the time

Leonard was able to counter with
a right of his own, Norris had
unleashed a left hook which sent
Ray sprawling across the canvas.
In the third, Leonard went to
work on Norris' body, putting his
head in Norris' chest. In his hey-
day, Leonard would pull his head
back just before the arrival of his
opponent's uppercut, but today it
crashed solidly on his temple,
sending him reeling to the ropes
for support. Watching the fight a
second time, it became agonizing
to watch Leonard's punches miss
by feet while Norris' telegraph-
ed punches careened off
Leonard's swelling face.
In the seventh, Leonard put

Norris on the ropes. He jabbed
and his mind told him to dig a
right hook to the body, but by the
time his body reacted, Norris had
buckled his knees with a counter
right. Leonard's aging reflexes
had betrayed him. Mercifully,
Norris chose to box rather than
maul his idol, allowing the fight
to go the distance, where Norris
won an easy decision.
Eleven years earlier, Larry

Holmes hit his idol, Muhammed
Ali, with a devastating overhand
right, causing All to turn his back
and slump against the corner.
Holmes, however, did not move
in for the kill. In fact, for the next
three rounds he danced and mov-
ed, refusing the referee's pleas to
fight. Finally, Ali did not answer
the bell for the eleventh round,
his face swollen and body limp on
his stool, exhausted with the
knowledge that it was over. On
Saturday night, Ray Leonard
tried, as All, Louis, and other
boxing greats had before him, to
ignore history, and he failed as
miserably.

who is having his best year as a
Blue Jay, yanked down six re-
bounds in eighteen minutes.
Eikenberg, who could be called
the 'Thief from Underneath' by
virtue of his ability to sneak
behind taller players and snatch
the ball away, had five steals to
add to his all-time Hopkins
record. His six assists on the
evening (in twenty-one minutes)
gave him the school record in that
category as well.
As Hopkins was up 53-11 at the

half, this was clearly a good night
to clear the bench early, which
Nelson did. All of the Hopkins
players got into the game and no
one left without scoring. Luke
Busby had the best night of all
players, scoring seventeen points
in twelve minutes and hitting all
five of his three-point attempts.

Hopkins, now 15-9, will most
likely not receive an at-large bid
to the NCAA tournament this
year, according to knowledgeable
sources. Therefore, the only
route to 'The Show' is through
the automatic bid, which goes to
the winner of the MAC tourna-
ment. The Jays will most likely
have to play their first round
game at Franklin & Marshall, the
site of their miraculous win in last
year's NCAA tournament.
Tonight's game at Washington

College is not meaningless, even
though the Jays have clinched a
playoff berth. There is still a
mathematical possibility of tying
Swarthmore for the Southeast
division title. For that to happen,
however, Ursinus would have to
beat Widener on the road, which
is harder than losing to
Haverford.
Last week the Jays split a pair

of UAA home games, embarrass-
ingly losing to the University of
Chicago but coming back to beat
Washington University. Against
Chicago, the Jays came out flat,
apparently still reeling from their
close loss to Swarthmore two
days earlier. They shot only 38
percent for the game and lost
77-74, although the game wasn't
as close as the score would in-
dicate. The game went so poorly
for Hopkins that Andy Enfield,
who had made 33 consecutive
free throws, missed twice (in ten
attempts) from the line. He still
finished with 33 points on 10-17
shooting. Unfortunately for
Hopkins, no other Blue Jay
scored more than ten. Jay
Gangemi, Busby, and Zahn shot
a combined 8-36 (22 percent).
Washington University is one

of the best Division III teams in
the nation, and had recently
defeated Rochester, another Divi-
sion III power, in triple overtime.
The Jays came out smoking,
especially Enfield, who scored a
career high 39 points. He was
12-18 from the field, including
four three-pointers, and 11-11
from the line, as the Jays prevail-
ed 93-87.
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THEY'RE BACK!!

Buy a Gilman Coffee Shop
Mug for just $2.00...

and get unlimited coffee
refills for $.25

Johns Hopkins' Graduate Representative Organization presents:

The 1990-91 GRO Colloquium Series

"SCIENCE FOR THE 1990s"

Our first speaker:

John Allen Paulos
(Temple University)

"Innumeracy: Mathematical Illiteracy
and its Consequences"

Thursday, February 21, 1991
3:30 p.m.

Great Hall, Levering - Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore
The talk will be followed by a reception with Dr. Paulos.

"Innumeracy, an inability to deal comfortably with the fundamental notions of number and
chance, plagues far too many otherwise knowledgeable citizens."
"Assume Shakespeare's account is accurate andlulius Caesar gasped "You too, Brutus" before
breathing his last. What are the chances you just inhaled a molecule which Caesar exhaled in his
dying breath'? The surprising answer is that, with probability better than 99 percent, you did just
inhale such a molecule."
"I'm distressed by a society which depends so completely on mathematics and science and yet
seems so indifferent to the innume racy and scientific illiteracy of so many of its citizens..."
From Innumeracy, John Allen Paulos, 1988.

Housing Decisions Got

You Feeling Marooned?

HELP IS ON THE WAY!

Room Selection Process Information Session
Monday, March 4, 1991

Open House % University Apartments
Tuesday, March 5, 1991
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Crossword
AC

5
10
14
15
16
17
18

20
21
22
23

ROSS
National •

Deficit
Better than
Former sitcom
Once again
Driving manuever
Urn
Roman dough
Maestro Leonard (and
family): Deceased
Oct. 15, 1990
Building extension
Noun suffix
City in France

been a
good year

25 Errs
27 Jim  : Deceased

May 16, 1990
29 Feb. 11, 1990 Nelson
  freedom day

33 Superbowl 1990 losing
quarterback

34 Marion  
Arrested Jan. 18, 1990

35 Banking Abbreviation
36 Pinocchio, eg
37 Eliminate
38 Constructed
39 Guy's date
40 Sudden increase
41 More unusual
42 "A lazy man does

as possible"
44 Rich dessert
45 Meddlesome
46 Sharpen the pencil, eg
47  ed: Scared

(southern)
50 David Souter's concern
51 Table crumb
54 Mr. Bo Jangles:

Deceased May 16, 1990
57 Person from Tulsa
58 My Friend 
59 Delete
60 1990 World Series winners
61 _ Connery: "Hunt for

Red October" actor
62 For something is

or out of place"
63 Poets words

I

1 hR 4

2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

15 16

NUlU19

20UU

23 24

21

III 25 26

22

27 28 29 30 31 32

111

RIURURU

,
III,

UUU37•
II

43RURU

40

Kir 

iiURUUU

UIUR

41

38 RU
I

39

42

45 46

47 48 49 RU
55

50

III

51 52

RURU54 56 57 RU
UUR58

59hURl

60 UU
61

62RUUU
63 .

DOWN
Elizabeth  : 1990
American Red Cross
appointee

2 Wicked
3 Its fall led to 1990

reunification
4 "La-la" preceder
5   Desert in Sudan
6 Canals or passages: Anat.
7 Remedy
8 Sea eagle
9 Nightingale's followers
10 Reluctant
11 Post
12 Feudal slave
13 Capone's nemesis
19 Jessica   : 1990 Oscar

winner
21 Sailor's call
24 Ivan or Nicholas, eg
25 Beatle Bailey's boss
26 In reference to
27 Hagar's wife
28 Inventor Howe
29 Homer Simpson's wife
30 1990 best seller: 2 wds
31 South American Mountains

32 Unit of cordwood measure
34 Hefty
37 Places
38 Hawaiian Island
40 Bernstein's West Side 
41 Repetition from memory
43 "Humor  is a

good trait"
44 Confusions
46 Drug busts
47 Used car term
48 Ticket price
49  Lazarus: Statue of

Liberty poet
50 L plus LVII
52 Tease or nag
53 Dick Tracy character
55 Marc's org.
56 Beggar's tare
57 Native metal
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if what happened
on your inside

happened on your
outside, would
you still smoke?

NOVEMBER 15.
THE GREAT AMERICAN

SMOKEOUT.

1/WMERICANCANCER
SOCIETY'

Replace Your Glasses With

CONTACT LENSES
There's a Contact Lens For You For Studying, Any Sports, Ac-
tivity or Just Looking Your Best. Get the Facts Now.

El EXTENDED WEAR LENSES 0 GAS PERMEABLE
You Can Wear For Weeks Semi-Soft Contact Lenses

OB&L, Aquaflex, CSI 0 BI-FOCAL & Ultra
& Hydrocurve Soft Lenses Thin Hard Lenses

25tdiscount on all contact lens solutions.
Ardiscount on a complete pair of eye glasses.

No other sales or previous orders apply.
Applicable to student & faculty.

EYE EXAMINATIONS DAYTIME OR EVENING
PHONE 243-8884 / ASK ABOUT 30 DAY TRIAL

Get The Professional Care of a Contact Lens Specialist

ROLAND PARK
VISION SERVICES

409 W. COLD SPRING LANE
Next to Fishe's Caterer

Columbia University

Graduate School of
Architecture, Planning,
and Preservation

Introduction to
Architecture:
The Summer Studio
at Columbia University
New York
A summer program giving university credit which intro-
duces the student to all aspects of the design, history, theo-
ry, and practice of architecture. The program is intended
both for those without previous academic experience in
design who are interested in architecture as a potential
career, and for those with previous experience in architec-
tural design who would like to develop studio design skills,
perhaps in preparation for application to graduate school.

Studio, seminar, and lectures present a comprehensive
introduction to every aspect of architecture as it is
practiced today. In addition, through field-trips and
tours, the student learns from extraordinary examples
of architectural and urban design in New York City, the
world's preeminent center for architecture and culture.

Introduction to Architecture:
The Summer Studio at Columbia University, New York
July 8 to August 9, 1991
Monday through Friday, 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
3 credits, Studio and seminar. Tuition: $1500
Housing on the Columbia campus (if required); $500

For information and applications.write or call:

Office of •Admissions
Introduction to Architecture Program
The Graduate School of Architecture,
Planning and Preservation
400 Avery Hall
Columbia University
New York, NY 10027
(212) 854-3414

gem mom mu umm Gm mmm am mom me ems um ame un um umm mom umm me um um dm amm me um imm
"I Student Services Leonia!). P.O. Box 22-2596, Hollywood. Florida 33022 1

OrrillithrlattLettl;
I The exact same lenses your doctor orderal at ulholesale prices.
'Our low prices lets you SAVE UP TO 50% OR NORM!
[Lenses as low as $14 per pair.. .no clubs to join
1...no hassles...no gimmicks. Most lenses shipped
e tc) you within 24 hours via Federal Express & all
'are 100% GOARANTRIDISimply call in your Doctor's
Iname and phone number(or address) using our toll
'free number below.(24 hours-7 days) Our optician
:will contact your Doctor for you and obtain your
Iprescription.(verification is required to order) "MN 24

1START SAVING NON! ORDER TOLL-PRIM 1-800-726-7802 TODAY! 7
(Lenses sent C.O.D. with FREE shipping and insurance!)
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Save up to 50% or more on your 1

YES... we can
save you up to
50% and more on
all name brands
...including new
"disposables".

•• se

40`.11,1.-1

formerly...
Bella Roma

tiew
DRIVERS WANTED

Baltimore's
*cks-
oe

•Nle Largest Slice!!
Only $1.75 (40 cents/topping)

Monday - Thursday
sold until closing

Small cheese pizza $5.00
Large cheese pizza $6.75

Order our Large Mega-Party-
Pizza, $18 with coupon below

3600 Keswick Road
235-2595

Hours
Days

UMW MEM DIENJ

ON-CAMPUS COMPANY

RECRUITING SCHEDULE

If you are interested in interviewing you must
sign up in the Office of Career Counseling and
Placement, located in 224 Mergenthaler Hall.

The following recruiters will be on campus
between February 19 and February 28.

2/19 TEACH FOR AMERICA

2/19 CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

2/25 BALTIMORE GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY

2/25 NOXELL CORPORATION
Interviews will be for summer and co-op
positions. Only Juniors with Chemical
Engineering or Mechanical Engineering
majors may interview.

2/26 IBM CORPORATION
Interviews will be for technical majors
interested in full-time or summer positions.

2/26 U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
Information session.

2/27 1CF INCORPORATED

2/27 U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

2/28 PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY

2/28 M1CROSOFF
Columbia University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution

10% off for all Students
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Coaches Lead Hoops to Success
by Lorin Engquist

As the Johns Hopkins men's
varsity basketball season winds
down its fourth consecutive non-
losing season, a feat never before
accomplished in school history,
one might ask: What accounts for
this new-found success after years
of mediocrity?
The answer to this question

begins with the hiring of head
coach Bill Nelson after the
1985-86 season, in which
Hopkins had ten wins and four-
teen losses. Nelson inherited a
team that was, to say the least,
deficient in more than one area.
Hopkins dropped to 6-18 in
Nelson's first year. Since then,
the Jays have gone 12-12,17-10,
and last season finished 20-8, ear-
ning a berth in the NCAA tour-
nament for the first time since the
1973-74 season and advancing to
the round of 16.
"When I got here, I could see

right away that we lacked a point
guard and a scorer," Nelson said
in a recent interview. "Enter
Dave Eikenberg and Andy En-
field." For college coaches,
recruiting good players is half of
the battle, and Nelson has prov-
ed adept. Nelson takes a simple
approach to recuiting: "We look
for players from winning pro-
grams and from quality homes,"
he said. "We look for good
citizens who want to study and
play basketball."
Getting commitments from

players isn't always easy, of
course. "We just show them
what we have to offer," con-
tinued Nelson. No cars? "No
cars." Nelson makes sure not to
mislead potential recruits by pro-
mising the sky. "We don't
guarantee anyone a starting posi-
tion," he said. "That can lead to
a lot of problems later." On the
other hand, most Blue Jay players
will get a chance to show what
they can do. "We try not to over-
recruit; we recruit in areas that

red. 'jnruit Rrinfms
such as player ditsaiiiradlion can
be minimized. After this season,
for example, Hopkins will lose
four starters to graduation, so
Nelson recruited heavily and

wound up with one of the more
talented freshman classes in re-
cent memory. This season allows
them to get accustomed to the col-
lege level and to Nelson's system
so that next year they will be able
to step in and adequately fill the
vacancies. Conversely, Nelson
didn't recruit this year since there
will not be many spots open next
season.

Assistant coaches Ed Richard-
son and Bob McCone have also
been major contributors to the
turnaround in the Hopkins basket-
ball program. Richardson joined
the coaching staff in 1986-87,
followed by McCone in 1987-88.
"I give my assistants a lot of
leeway," stated Nelson. "If they
weren't good they wouldn't be
here."

Richardson's main respon-
sibilities are to work with
Hopkins inside players, and on
each individual's offense in
general. "With the big men, we
try to get them into a position
where they're most effective,"
Richardson said. "We try to
enhance what they have and add
to that, like getting them to turn
either way or pass off the post-
up.,,
Richardson will on several oc-

casions work individually with a
player to help him improve. "If
you spot a flaw," he explained,
"you pull that player aside and
talk to him and help him correct
it." Richardson is also responsi-
ble for figuring out ways to beat
zone defenses, which is essential
on the collegiate level since many

Head coach Bill Nelson shouts instructions from bench.

Bill Berger

teams use zones to cover for the
defensive weaknesses of their
players or to keep their inside
people out of foul trouble.
McCone is Hopkins' defensive

specialist. Hopkins only plays
man-to-man defense, so playing
it well is essential to winning.
McCone constantly stresses the
"triangle concept": seeing your
man in one direction and seeing
the ball in another. "You have to
pressure the ball, and when your
man doesn't have the ball you
must see both [him and the
ball]," McCone said. McCone
also believes that teamwork ap-
plies to defense as well as of-
fense. "Defense is a five man
game," he remarked. McCone
believes that you can't stop good
teams if only three men play
tough defense, or if each defender
concentrates solely on his man
and is not prepared to help his
teammates and recover loose
balls and rebounds. "You have
to be a willing worker to play
good defense," he says. "At the
Division III level you don't find
many perfect [offensive]
players.. .so if you take away their
strength, you force them to do
something that they don't want
to." Besides defense, McCone is
also responsible for designing in-
bounds plays, which he either in-
vents or adapts by observing
other teams. "We try to score
directly off the inbounds pass,
and have an outlet if that is taken
away," he stated. This year, in
fact, Hopkins has scored fre-
quently on McCone's inbounds
plays and has rarely turned the
ball over.

All three coaches are former
point guards, which is not a coin-
cidence since playing the point re-
quires a good understanding of
the game.
McCone played for two years

at Harford Community College
and later became the head basket-
ball coach at Aberdeen High
School. He says the only negative
aspect of working at Hopkins is
"teaching five classes and then
driving 45 minutes to practice. I
like everything else about the
job," he said. "Coach Nelson is
a great guy to work for because

Coming Up In The
News-Letter

Feb. 22: Housing Issue

Freshmen. . . get the inside scoop on where
you should live next year, University housing or
on your own—real comments from real
students. Upperclassmen—thinking of moving?
If you are, be sure to see FEATURES next
week.

March 1: Lacrosse Preview

Meet the team and read about prospects for
this exciting season. See our special insert in
the March 1 issue.

ATTENTION!
Are you interested in a position on the

News-Letter stair

Well, we have openings in our
copy and photo departments.

For more info, call us at 338-7647.
Ask for Jack if you love finding mistakes

in the News-Letter, or ask for Donna
if you're a natural with a camera.

Blue Jay Calendar
(2/15 - 2/21)

Men's Basketball Fri. 2/15 Washington College 7:30 pm

Tue. 2/19 MAC Playoffs:
Franklin 8 Marshall IBA

Women's Thur. 2/21 MAC Playoffs:

Basketball Moravian TE3A

Men's Fencing Sat. 2/16 Haverford at Lafayette 11:00 am

Women's Fencing Sat. 2/16 Sweet Briar at Randolph
Macon 10:00am

Wrestling Sat. 2/16 Juniata at Baptist Bible TE3A

ice Hockey Fri. 2/15 UMBC at Northwest 11:45 pm

Mon. 2/18 Bucknell 9:45 pm

Thur. 2/21 Bloomsburg 9:45 pm

Swimming/Diving 2/14-2/16 UAA Championships at Rochester

2/21-2/23 NCAA Championships at Emory

Home Games in Bold.

he has enough confidence in his
ability to delegate authority and
live with his decisions," he con-
tinued. "I've also learned a lot
from coach Richardson, especial-
ly on working with inside
players." McCone's basketball
principles are straight-forward:
"You play team basketball, you
sacrifice for each other, you don't
care who gets the credit, and you
win. You do whatever it takes,
legally, to win."

Richardson played point guard
for the Frostburg State University
basketball team, as well as defen-
sive back for the football team
(receiving an All-State Honorable
Mention) before suffering a knee
injury. After college he coached
at Dunbar High School, working
under former University of
Maryland coach Bob Wade.
Richardson left to take the head
coaching job at Morgan State
(Division II), where he stayed for
two years before moving on to
Hopkins. For Richardson, one of
the attractions of coaching at
Hopkins is that "the guys aren't
here on a scholarship; they're
playing because they want to. The
main motivation of coaching is
the challenge of getting a group
of young men together and doing
things as a team. Coaching is the
meeting of people and the ex-
changing of ideas. It's facing a
difficult situation and coming up
with a solution." Richardson

believes that basketball can be an
integral part of a person's
development. "The best part
about this job is watching these
guys grow as basketball players
and as people, so they can deal
with the stress of everyday life."
Nelson played for three years

at SUNY Brockport, getting cut
as a freshman ("it was traumatic
to say the least," he recalled) but
finishing as the team captain.
After college, he coached junior
varsity programs at Rochester
and the Rochester Institute of
Technology before landing the
head coaching job at Nazareth
College. Three years later he left
for Hopkins.

Nelson's preferred style of
basketball is a man-to-man
defense ("I never liked zones as
a player") and a role-playing of-
fense in which everyone stays
within the framework of the
system. For Nelson, the ultimate
satisfaction in coaching is "hav-
ing someone come up to you and
say, 'I really enjoyed watching
your team play.' " When asked
about the current Blue Jay team,
Nelson responded, "We may be
vulnerable in certain areas, and
we don't have great individual
talent, but put together we're
pretty darn good.

Features writers wanted! Call
Scott Needle at the

News-Letter, 338-7647.

Tali)ous iLotes
EVEN IF YOU DON'T SUPPORT

THE WAR, SUPPORT OUR TROOPS!
The JHU Pershing Rifles Company will

be sending banners to JHU alum station-

ed in the Gulf. Student signatures are

needed. Banners will be outside the

bookstore and the Terrace Room on the

20th and 2Ist. For information, call Ben,
338-5777.

Attention Premed Students! Do you

have any questions about applying to

Medical School? Meet Hopkins seniors

already accepted by medical school and

get all the answers. The meeting is this

Friday, February 15, at 7:30 in the

AMR! TV Room. Refreshments will be
served. Sponsored by the Pre-Health

Society.

The Passano Foundation Lecture
1991, "Targeting of Lysosomal En-
zymes to Lysosomes." William S. Sly,
M.D., and Stuart Kornfeld, M.D. Mon-
day, April 8, 1991, 4 pm at University
of Maryland School of Medicine.

Union of Jewish Graduate Students
weekly study group, 8:00 pm Sunday
night, in or around the Jewish Students'

Center (KDH), AMR!.

The Women's Health Seminars: "Con-
traceptives of the '90s: Preventing
Pregnancy and Protecting Against
AIDS." Dr. John Repke discusses con-
traceptives now on the market, including
Norplant. Wednesday, February 20,
12:30- I :15 pm Arellano Theatre, Lever-
ing Hall.

The Spring GRO Film Series 1991:
LADYKILLERS, "Wait Until Dark."
(1967), Sunday, February 17, 8 pm

Shaffer 3. Admission $1.00.

HopSFA presents Killer 2, The Sequel.
This time, it's more than a game. To sign
up, call 243-0301; or send your name,
phone number and computer ID via e-
mail to Thanatos at VMS or UNIX. And
next Thursday at 8 in the Little Theatre,
HopSFA celebrates Killer with the Live

& Let Die Party. Formal/semi-formal at-
tire, trip to McDonald's to follow.

The American Red Cross is now offer-

ing free, anonymous Human Im-
munodeficiency Virus (AIDS virus)
testing at the Student Health Clinic on

the 2nd and 4th Monday of each month
from 5:30-7:30 pm. For further infor-
mation, or to schedule an appointment,
contact the American Red Cross at
764-4610.

To All Student Groups: If you would
like to be included in the organization
section of the 1991 Hullabaloo, then
please call Ian at 243-5660 or 338-7790.
We need to know who to contact to set
up group photos!

Enjoy an Evening of Love!!! Valentine's

Day Ball semi-formal dinner and dance.

Friday February 15, 1991. Johns

Hopkins Glass Pavilion. $10 single/$12

at door, $17 couple/$20 at door. All are

welcome. Call 235-4279 or 467-9147 for

details. Sponsored by Filipino Students

Association.

jr-

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet

During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team

members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right

20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of tha diet is chemical food action and was devised

by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy

is maintained (very important!) while reducing. You keep "full" —no starvation

— because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whether

YOU work, travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.

Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give yourself the

same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even

if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski

Team Diet. That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order

today. Tear this out as a reminder.
Send only $10.00 ($10.50 for Rush Service) - to: SlirnQuik, P.O. Box 103,

Dept. 2R, Hayden, ID 83835. Don't order unless you want to lose 20 pounds in

two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will do. OD 1990Buckle Up For Spring Break '91
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Two Wins Move Ice
Hockey Into Second

Continued .from page 15
be period, outshooting Loyola
ifteen to seven as they maintain-
xi control the puck in Loyola's
zone for over eight minutes. With
approximately five minutes re-
maining in the second period the
Jays went ahead on a wrist shot
by sophomore forward Jason
Sprague. Hooper Conrad grabb-
ed control of the puck at the blue
line getting it into the offensive
zone before ,dishing to Malcolm
Lloyd, who passed to a wide open
Sprague in the left slot. Leading
3-2 with time running out in the
second period the Jays were again
called for a penalty giving Loyola
a power play chances early in the
third. Again Loyola failed to ex-
ploit the opportunity.
Early in the period Pierre

Dematos recieved a pass in the

BIA
Notes
by Takashi Yokoyama

The BIA forecast for the re-
mainder of February and ear-
ly March calls for more of the
same, basketball and badmin-
ton. Doubles badminton finish-
ed up last weekend and results
will appear here next week.
The basketball season con-
tinues and we remind all teams
to provide referees or risk
forfeiture.
The singles badminton tour-

nament will take place on the
first weekend of March (2-3).
Call Chetan (467-4388) for
info.
News about the volleyball

season that did not appear in
last week's results: Royce won
the women's division by show-
ing up at every game and win-
ning the ones that an opponent
showed up for.
The Board will hold a

meeting on Sunday at 7 p.m.
in Glenn's room. Show up or
call 338-8788!

slot but was stopped by the
Loyola goalie. Dematos flipped
the rebound up over the goalie
and it appeared to cross the goal
line before the Hound net man
reached in and pulled it out with
his glove. However, the officials
ruled that the save was legitimate
and Dematos was not awarded a
goal. Hopkins did increase its
lead to 4-2 when Lloyd recovered
a loose puck at the blue line and
broke around two defenders
before firing a wrist shot into the
net with 6:59 remaining in the
game.
Loyola managed to slap the

puck in on a scramble in front of
Chevray at 1:16 while on the
power play. With the score
tightening and possession of the
puck following the face off,
Loyola pulled its goalie for an ex-
tra skater. Chevray came up with
another big save, his nineteenth,
to slow the Greyhound attack.
With eight seconds remaining and
the Jays trying to fire the puck in-
to and empty net Loyola was call-
ed for a high sticking penalty,
eliminating any hope of tying the
game.

Thursday, February 7—
The Blue Jays defeated Dickin-

son College 6-4 in a rough game
at Mt. Pleasant Arena. Hopkins
used a sixty-one second span in
the third period to score three
goals and ice the game. Team
captain Dave Bowyer played a
solid game in goal with twenty-
one saves including several sterl-
ing plays to lead the Jays to their
seventh win of the season.
Hopkins opened the scoring

early in the first but Dickinson
came right back and tied the game
on a pretty two-on-one with the
lead skater dropping a pass for the
trailer who fired it past Bowyer.
Half way through the period Box-
enbaum picked up Chiasson's
long rebound and blasted a shot
from the right slot giving the Jays
a 2-1 lead. Craig Hampton clos-
ed the first period by scoring wiffi
an unassisted power play goal at
the four minute mark.

Dickinson moved a step closer

Bill Berger

Hopkins defenseman stickchecks
Loyola opponent during 4-3 win.

midway through the second as
they managed to sneak a shot in-
side the far post on a power play,
narrowing the Jays lead to 3-2.
The action picked up as the Jays,
on their own power play, gave
away the puck but Bowyer made
a picture-perfect kick save to
maintain the lead. Hopkins came
right back but the Dickinson
goalie was equal to the task and
the period ended with Hopkins
leading 3-2.

Dickinson tied the game at
11:52 of the final period on Blue
Jay miscue at the blue line.
Hopkins left a Dickinson skater
open in the slot and he had little
trouble beating Bowyer for a 3-3
tie. The Jays stormed back with
a goal 1:30 later when LLoyd
converted from the right circle on
a break-away pass from Brad
Holmberg. Hopkins needed just
1:01 for Chaisson and Jon
Lowthert to push in shots from
point blank range as the Jays
maintained constant pressure in
front of the Dickinson net.

Dickinson scored once more,
with 2:34 remaining, on another
two-on-one play. Although
Dickinson ended the game on the
power play, after Conrad was
given a roughing penalty and
game misconduct, it was Hopkins
that came closest to scoring. A
Blue Jay shot at an empty net
crossed the goal line as the clock
hit 0:00 but the official did not
allow the goal, claiming it did not
cross the goal line in time.
Hopkins took 33 shots to Dickin-
son's 25 in winning the game 6-4.

Squash Improves National Ranking
by Jessica Rosenbaum

The Women's squash team
finished their regular season with
a fourth place finish at Yale's
Howe Cup this weekend.
Hopkins competed in Division III
competition this year for the first
time in history.
The team finished the season

with eight wins and six losses.
They also improved their national
ranking from twenty-four to six-
teen in a field of twenty-six.
Coach Nancy Cushman com-

mented, "We've really improv-
ed tremendously. This is our first
year in division three and we
were able to complete with all the
teams even though some of them
recruit."
She continued, "We beat Mid-

dlebury and Smith and just bare-
ly lost to Colby." The other two
teams in the the division, Vassar
and Tufts, placed one and two in
the championships and were
tougher competitors.
The team was at a skill level

comparable to the other teams,
but Cushman believes that the
team was hurt by its short season.
She said, "the other teams play
twelve to fifteen tournaments. We
have an extremely short season
and most of our tournaments are
small. This weekend we played
five teams and I think the team
members were tired by Sunday."

Jessica Tropp agreed. "We
were really tired toward the end
of the tournament, but we won
our last match against Smith
anyway."
Cushman added, "we also

aren't used to playing teams with
such a high level of ability. Our
team hasn't had the opportunity
to develop the mental and
physical toughness that we need
to win against challenging
competitors."

Keep your friends and
relatives well-informed—and
their birdcages well-lined.
Mail subscriptions to the

News-Letter:
Only $35 per year!

You are cordially invited
to join the undergraduate
and graduate students of

Arts and Sciences,
Engineering and Peabody

for a special student
program and reception

celebrating the

Installation of President
William C. Richardson

• Wednesday,
February 20, 4 P.M.

Shriver Hall Auditorium
Homewood Campus

Some of the Hopkins team
members did manage to do ex-
tremely well in the tournament.
Natasha Dupont, in the number
three position, won all but one of
her matches. Her only loss, to
Vassar, was in the fifth and final
game.

Karran Phillips, in the number
four position, turned in a great
performance. She also won four
of her five matches. In the four
matches she won, she only gave
up one game to an opponent.
Aimee Machado, the number

eight player, also contributed by
only losing one match. She easi-
ly beat three of her opponents in
three straight games. Christina
von Riesenfelder also did well
and won three of her five games.
Tara Dorr and Jessica Tropp

played in the number one and
number two positions, respective-
ly. Many of the division three
teams recruit and many of the top
ranked players are excellent

squash players. As a result both
of the top ranked Hopkins players
had a hard time at the tourna-
ment. Cushman commented, "I
know they had a tough time, but
at this level most of the other
schools have one or two incredi-
ble competitors."
The team's elevation to divi-

sion three allows them to send
two players to the National Inter-
collegiate Singles Championship
in March. Dorr and Tropp will
automatically get invited to the
competition because of their
ranking within the team. The
Cushmans are also hoping to ob-
tain invitations for either Dupont
of Phillips.
The team is only losing one

senior, Glynnis Dales, to gradua-
tion and Jill Litt will be abroad
next year. Cushman commented,
"most of the team should return
next year. We have really high
hopes for division three next
year."

Fencing Continues Streak
by Ethan Skolnick

The men's fencing team breez-
ed past two more beleaguered op-
ponents last weekend, VMI and
William and Mary, lifting its
overall record to 15-3.
"VMI was just extremely

weak," Coach Richard Oles said,
reflecting on the 25-2 romp.
"William and Mary (a 21-6 vic-
tory) was the one we were poin-
ting towards, and we did ex-
tremely well."

Prior to facing the Blue Jays,
William and Mary had been
undefeated this season in sabre
and epee competition. By
dominating them so thoroughly,
the Hopkins fencers proved that
they are the true conference
powerhouses. Robert McLay and
Peter Kim dominated William
and Mary sabre competitors. In
the epee division, Jorge Gana had
a perfect weekend (6-0), and
Jason Coleman (4-2) was ex-
tremely solid. The most pleasant
surprise, though, was supplied by
sophomore Ronnie Spring (5-1).
"Spring was forced into action

because of Mike Fleisher's
sprained knee, and he gave a very
good account of himself," said
Oles. "Everyone came through."
As the sabre and epee teams

were establishing themselves, the
foil squad just continued rolling
along. "We're 51-3 the last two
weeks," stated foil captain
Richard Millhiser, who con-
tributed a 5-0 record this
weekend. Matt Rosin and
Timothy Train each contributed
4-0 marks to support Millhiser.
"The foil and epee teams have

improved by leaps and bounds
during the last three weeks,"
concluded Oles: "Next weekend
we have Haverford, another solid
team, and we'd like to crush them
the same way we destroyed
William and Mary."

Sportswriters and
photographers wanted! Call
Nancy Schnall or Bill Berger
at the News-Letter, 338-7647.

ATTENTION CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS!

Free student tickets are now available to

W men
C mposers

Orchestra

1990-91 Season Hopkins Concert

WOMEN OF NOTE
Program of Orchestral and Chamber Music by Women Composers

Saturday, February 23, 1991
8:00 p.m.

Shriver Hall

Tickets can be picked up between 8:30 a.m. and 5p.m. in the Office of international Student
and Faculty Services in 77 Garland liall. A limited number are available. Stop by today.

Sponsored by the Johns Hopkins Women's Forum, the Alumni Association, and the Office of
the Dean of Students

•
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"Yar! It's the 'I Laughed, I Cried' Quiz"
Sponsored by: Eddie's Liquors 3109 Si. Paul Si. (243-0221) and Eddie's Supermarket 31175:. Paul St. (889-1558)

Win a case of beer and $10 worth of munchies.

Well, first the bad news. All of you waiting with baited
breath for the exciting answers to last week's
administration-imposed Condom Quiz, well, they're not
here. I know you're crushed. I sure am.
However, this week we have here in the Quiz Box

a quiz submitted by quizling Mark "Nothing Better To
Do" Friedman. Many kudos to him. A veritable rain
of kudos, falling down upon his head and shoulders.
Mark shuttled to me through the News-Letter chain

of command his 'Famous Movie Trailer' quiz. And,
since I've spent all week dealing with the various
traumas of replying to my criticism re: the condom quiz,
a further vacation was in order.

This, of course, means that you'll have to wait for
next week to enjoy the "Famous Sexual Dysfunctions"
quiz. But it's coming. . . I promise!
Not that anyone cares that they can win a special

News-Letter sponsored prize for guessing what famous
celebrity Per Jambeck really is, but he's one who is most
often seen wearing sunglasses.
The quiz works like this: I give you the movie trailer

(straight from the poster, no doubt) and you supply the
movie. Well, you don't have to supply the movie. . . just
tell me what it is. Get your entry across the silver (well,
grey) walk of Fame into the News Studio by five o'clock
midweek (that's Wednesday, natch) and you'll win ten
dollars worth of delicious food, certain to brighten any
refrigerator, plus (wait-there's more) a case full of
sparkling wine substitute in cans! Do it!

1. Some lines shouldn't be crossed.
2. Can two friends sleep together and still love each other
in the morning?
3. History is about to be rewritten by two guys who can't
spell.
4. A Lloyd meets girl story.
5. The year the country split apart and a generation came
together.
6. It's always dangerous to presume.
7. The name in laughter from the hereafter.
8. A comedy about sex, murder, and seafood.
9. We told you. Remember the rules. You didn't listen.
10. Lean, green, and on the screen.
11. Once in a lifetime comes a motion picture that makes
you feel like falling in love all over again. This is not
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that picture.
12. The man with the hat is back. And this time he's
bringing his dad.
13. A romantic comedy about America's other famous
pastime.
14. 40 stories of sheer adventure!
15. There's nothing like a good robbery to bring a family
together.
16. This is our mother. Pray for us.
17. Three decades of life in the mafia.
18. A love story. . . with strings attached.
19. The West was never this far West.
20. When he pours, he reigns.
21. Join the search.
22. Lust. Seduction. Betrayal. The game as you've never
seen it before.
23. The story of a man who wanted to keep the world
safe for democracy. . . and meet girls.
24. Being the adventures of a young man whose prin-
cipal interests are rape, ultra-violence, and Beethoven.
25. If you believe the impossible, the incredible can
come true.
Bonus: Name all the other Winona Ryder movies.

Exposure

Photograph by J. Brendon Kruk

Photo submissions welcome for
Exposure. Have any Hopkins life
shots, travel photos, or any other in-
teresting pictures? Send your color
or b/w photographs to Box 861 or
call the News-Letter office (x7647)
for more info. Photos returned upon
request.

 • The William M. Shelley Memorial
Lectureship 1991, "Premalignant
Breast Disease." David L. Page, M.D.
Wednesday, April 10, 1991, 5 pm, Hurd
Hall, The Johns Hopkins Hospital.

Roses are red, violets are blue. She
mailed out a valentine, but it wasn't for
you. You're a Good Friend and a Nice
Guy, but she only likes jerks. Come
down to A Place to Talk and tell us
about it. We can't explain it either, but
we'll listen. We're in the basement of
AMR II every night, even when she's out
with your roommate.

If you're into movies about blind women
who get attacked by men with multiple
personalities and are forced to hide
behind the refrigerator, come se "Wait
Until Dark" at the GRO "Ladykillers"
film series this week. It's only one dollar,
at 8 p.m. on Sunday night in convenient
Shaffer 3.

Found: Small black dog (10-15 lbs)
behind Shriver Hall on 2/12. Dog is very
friendly and seems pretty young. She
might be part Schnauzer. If she belongs
to you, please call 764-2148.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance will meet
this and every Monday at 7:30 in Con-
ference Room A (below the Glass Pay).
Meetings are open to anyone interested
in planning events on campus or discuss-
ing gay, lesbian, and bisexual issues.

The Homewood Discussion Group will
meet Tuesday, February 19 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Garrett Room (MSE Library).
Meetings are open to anyone interested
in discussing issues of lesbian, bisexual,
and gay concern. For more info call
235-1983.

Vollyball is back and anyone can play!
Novice and experienced players alike are
invited to form a team of 7-10 members
to play in 11/2 hours of recreational or
competitive volleyball to raise money for
children and adults with disabilities in
Maryland. Great Prizes for all par-
ticipants! March 16th and 17th-you pick
the day, time and location! For info call
355-0100 or 1-800-221-0134

Racism and the War: A Student Discus-
sion. Wednesday, Feb. 13 at 7:00 p.m.
Union Baptist Coffee Shop, 1201 Druid
Hill Ave. For more info call 366-3529.
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Results: Well, I still haven't gotten the official answers
to the Health Center's Condom Quiz, but I did get a
slurry (huh?) of entries to the "What are they giving
out anyway?" contest. Interestingly enough, all of them
were in David Letterman Top Ten format. Can we say
media inundation, boys and girls? Anyway, after reading
over the infinitude of ways people tried to say 'condom',
I awarded this week's quiz to Jonah "I'm not at liber-
ty to say" Cohen, who gave us the following Top Ten
Health Center Prizes For Entrants in the Condom Quiz:

10. A copy of Matt Groening's "Love is Hell."
9. A free Sports Illustrated video: "Great Condom

Moments in Hollywood History."
8. Per Jambeck's little black book.
7. A Bart Simpson "Homer, man, where'd you get

these boss balloons?" T-shirt.
6. A pair of College of Notre Dame of Maryland

(C.O.N.D.O.M.) boxer shorts.
5. A designer chastity belt.
4. The leftover TBA movies that the senior class isn't

using anymore since their film series was cancelled.
3. A date with John Wesley Shipp (aka "The Flash")

to see if he really is the fastest man alive.
- 2. A copy of the Playboy with Sherilynn Fenn.
and number one . . .

1. The Quizmaster.
I refrain from comment.

OuS LLOteS ---
Free Lecture! Wednesday, February
27th. Learn about "The International
Monetary Fund in Global Affairs" and
see David Cheney, Deputy Chief of the
IMF's Editorial Division. The lecture
begins at 7:00, so arrive promptly at the
Moot Court Room in the University of
Baltimore Law Center.

Join the international community at
Hopkins for lunch. Every Wednesday in
Conference Room A in Levering at
12:00 noon you can meet with graduate
students from other countries. Bring a
bag lunch. These meetings are sponsored
by the Program for Effective Teaching
in English. Call x5122 for additional
info.

ATTN GRAD STUDENTS: You are
warmly invited to attend the Graduate
Christian Fellowship Bible Study every
Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. at 3501 St. Paul
Street (The Marylander). Apt. 343. We
are a non-denominational evangelical
group offering support and study for
grads and others interested in Christiani-
ty. Call 889-2980 for more info.

Join the international community at
Hopkins for lunch. Every Wednesday in
Conference Room A in Levering at
12:00 noon, you can meet with graduate
students from other countries. Bring a
bag lunch or buy lunch in Levering.
Sponsored by the Program for effective
Teaching in English. Call x8058 or
x5122 for additional information.

Concerned about science education?
Come to the 1990-91 GRO Colloquium
Series. "Science for the 1990s"! Our
first speaker is John Allen Paulos on "In-
numeracy: Mathematical Illiteracy and
its Consequences" Thursday, Feb. 21,
3:30 pm, Great Hall. The talk will be
followed by a reception with Dr. Paulos

ATTENTION ALL PRE-LAW
STUDENTS: The first meeting of the
Pre-Law Society will be held on Mon-
day, February 25 at 6:30 in the Garrett
Room. We will be discussing plans for
the upcoming semester. Refreshments
will be served. Any questions call David
467-6875 or Diana 889-5577.

The Pre-Health Society is currently ac-
cepting submissions for the annual
HealthBeat magazine. Any artwork or
articles related to health issues are
welcome. Please send them to Gilman
Box 138 before March 15.

CHINESE LUNAR NEW YEAR'S
BANQUET! February 17, 1991, Sun-
day, 6:30 pm, Glass Pavilion. Live
Entertainment: Chua Sisters, Martial
Arts, Peabody String Quartet. Limited
tickets ($10 students, $12 non-students)
before 6 pm at the door or call 243-8339.

Join us at a panel discussion of "Being
Black at Hopkins" sponsored by the
Human Relations Committee on Cam-
pus Diversity (HRCD). All are
welcome. Wednesday, February 20, 7
pm, Levering Little Theater.

Do you hate throats? Are you tired of
getting trampled by pre-meds dashing
from Remsen to Mudd? Come to the
Black & Blue Jay brainstorming ses-
sions (Tuesdays, 8 pm, Little Theater)
to find out how we're going to do our
part to stamp out throatiness!!!

Zeniada is now accepting fiction, non-
fiction, poetry, essays, artwork, photos.
Deadline March 1, submission box in
SAC office. Have questions for us? Call
Art (235-7784) or LiWen (467-2294).

Vivat Grendel! What the devil does that
mean? Find out next Tuesday at 6 in the
Little Theatre at The Comic Book
Club's "Meeting From Hell." fork over
those overdue library books, spear info
on the upcoming JohnCon III, be elec-
trified by the latest comic shipment, and
generally be 'Eppy. Call 243-7518 or
235-3579 for more info.

Move it or lose it on Friday March 1st
as Circle K and the Union Board present
the annual Dance Marathon. From 9
pm-9 am in the Glass Pay. $3 admission,
all procedes benefit the Woman's Hous-
ing Coalition.

Campus Notes Policy
The deadline for submissions to

the Campus Notes section of the
News-Letter is Wednesday at
5:00 p.m. for the upcoming Fri-
day issue. All entries must be 50
words or fewer. Entries will not
be accepted over the phone.
Whenever possible, please type
or print neatly. Your cooperation
with this policy is greatly
appreciated.

The JHU College Bowl Campus Tour-
nament will be held this Sunday, 2/17,
from 11:30-6. All students are welcome.
Come in teams of four or by yourself.
Compete for the right to represent
Hopkins nationally!
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